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to the unappropriated school purposes In lieu thereof; nor the construction of railroad In raid
SUPREMECQURTANHULS FARM PRODUCTS WORTH
and, known and deslgnattd HE WOULD
within the bound shall any lands embraced In Indian, counties, rallroad-retunding
bonds of
arles 0.
all lands lying military, or other reservations of any as the
or held by character be subject to the grants of the said two counties, and which said
rV
within af
any Indian ol'
and that this act,, but such reservation lands Indebtedness Congress validated not- PART OF INTERSTATE
SOME DISCHARGED
ithstandlng the fact that It had 'been
.1 have been shall ibe subject to the Indemnity pro
GIVES NEW MEXICO
until the title '!ffs
eclded by the supreme court of the
extinguished by the
ed States the visions of this act.
same ahall be and ren.ain subject to
8ec. 7. That three hundred sec United States that it was not valid;
'
LAST YEAR
the disposition of the United mates, tions of the unappropriated nonmin- - nd the said state shall Issue bonds
STATUTE
SOLDIERS
MANY
and said Indian lands ahall remain eral public lands within said state, to to take up said Indebtedness to fund
nd par off and discharge said In
under the absolute Jurisdiction and be selected and located In legil subcontrol of the Congress of the United divisions, as provided In this act, are debtedness, said bonds to run for a
States; that the lands belonging to hereby granted to said state for the erlod of thirty years, and title shall
President In Message to Con- Declares Harrlman and Kuhn Agriculture Benefitted trio
The Territory Will Enter the citizens of the United Status residing purpose of erecting legislative, execu be held by said state In trust for
without the said state ahall never tive and Judicial public buildings in final payment and discharge of the
Country to the Extent
Do Not Have to Answer
gress Advocates Leniency
Union With More Than
be taxed at a higher rate than the the same and for the payment of the said bonds when so Issued; the sa.d
oi Nearly Eight
lands belonging to residents thereof; bonds heretofore or hereafter issued bonds shall bear an annual Interest
Questions Asktd
to Innocent
of four per centum on each one hunMany States Now
that no taxes shall be tmpoaed by the therefor.
dollars; contained therein, which
Billions.
state on land or property therein be
dec. 8. That nothing in this act dred
Negroes.
Them,
Have.
on the
longing to or which may hereafter be shall be so construed, except where shall be paid
purchased by the United States or the same is so specifically Btated, as first days of January and July by the
reserved for its use; but nothing to repeal any grant of land hereto- treasurer of the state, and which inSECRETARY WILSON
herein fore made by any act of Congress to terest shall fee evidenced by proper
herein, or in the ordinance
SWEEPING VICTORY
SOME AMENDMENTS
provided for, shall preclude the said said territory, but such grants are coupons to be attached to said bonds
state from taxing as other lands are hereby ratified and confirmed la and until the disposition of the said landH,
granted by this section as stated
GIVES A SUMMARY
taxed any lands owned or held by any
said state, and all of the land that
PIEASES HARR1FJIAN
is again revived
are sold or leased. A sufficient
10 ORIGINAL ACI Indian who has severed hi tribal re to
may not, at the time of the admission above,
lations, or has obtained from the of said state Into the union, have been tax shall be levied hy the authorities
United States or from any person a effected and segregated from the pub- - of the said state for the liquidation
title thereto by patent or other grant, He domain may be so selected and nd redemption of 'h said coupons Investigation Will Continue Says Says He Has Always Been Confi- During the Twelve Years He Has,
Biir Introduced by Delegate An save and except such lands as have segregated In the manner provided in and for a sinking fund for the prln- Been at the Head oi the Agriipal of the said bonds, the state to
been or may be granted to any In- this act.
Roosevelt. It Having Been
dent of the Outcome-Supre- me
drews Last Week Provides
be reimbursed from the sale and disdian or Indiana under any act of Con
cultural Department, the
Sec. 9. That ten per centum of position of the lands herewith grant
Proven That Negroes
Court Reverses Decision
gress containing a provision exempt
Additional Conditions-Passa- ge
public
sales
proceeds
of
of
the
the
provisions
be
ed.
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shall
carried
ing the lands thus granted from tax
Work Has Made'
of Circuit
Shot up the
lands lying within said 'state which out by the legislature of the new
Almost
ation; but said ordinance shall pro shall
by
United
States
sold
the
be
Progress.
state.
vide that all such lands shall be exTown.
Judge.
of said
Assured.
hereby
appropriated
empt from taxation by said state so subsequent to the admission
are
There
and
in the union, after deducting all donated to said atate three million
long and to such extent as such act state expenses
Incident to the same, acres
the
Washington, Dec. 14. After twelve)
may
unappropriated public
prescribe.
Congress
of
Washington,
Washington, Dec. 14. In an opinDec. 14. President
Washington, Dec 14. following is
shall be paid to the said state to be within ofits limits, the proceeds lands
years
of service a heed of the demessage
of
today
sent
a
Roosevelt
to
liabili
and
Third.
debts
supreme
Tkat
the
by
ion
Justice Holmes,
as a permanent fund, the Inter- which to be used In the
the text of the statehood bill, with ties of said territory of New Mexico used
settlement Congress, Inclosing a letter from the court of the United Statesthetoday held partment. James Wilson, the secreexpended
be
only
est
shall
which
of
amendments, which was introduced in shall be assumed and paid by said for the support of the common schools and liquidation of certain debts of the s'cretary of war In transmitting
tary of agriculture, In his twelfth antwenty-fiv- e
counties of the said ter report of the Investigation made by that E. H. Harrlman and Kuhn, the
the House December 7 by Delegate state.
within said state. And there Is ritory and new state, which
nual report to the president, issued
toy
debts
employed
not
a
the
New
Browne,
banker,
latter
should
York
Herbert
J.
Fourth. That provision ahall be hereby appropriated, out of any mon were legally and properly Incurred by dt .artment In conjunction with Cap- The bill was referred to
Andrews.
required
be
to answer the interstate today, renders a comprehensive acfor the establishment and main- eys In the treasury not otherwise ap the authorities of the said counties j
the committee on territories and or- made
tain W. O. Baldwin of the Browns-fo- r commerce commission's questions con count of his stewardship and presents
system of public schools propriated, the sum of five million
a
tenance
of
a review of the progress of agriculthe construction' of court houses, vllle shooting affair of August 13 and
dered printed. Prom Indications there which shall be open to all the chil dollars for the use and benefit of the
will be little trouble In securing its dren of said state and free from sec common schools of the said state. Jails and other internal Improvements: 14, 1904. The message in part Is aa cerning dealings in stocks between ture In the United Slates during thla
nd for necessary county exDenses:
follows:
the Southern Pacific and other roads, period. Concerning the farm producpassage, as Delegate Andrews, Gov- tarian control and that said schools
Said appropriation shall be paid by the said three million acres of land
ernor Curry, Solomon Luna and other shall always be conducted in BJrig- the
..Thu report enables us to fix with to which they refused to make re tion of 1808, he says that the fanner
at
of
the
United
States
treasurer
to be selected In the same manner
Mew Mexicans are making great pro- llsh: Provided, That this act shall not
deflnltenewi. at least, the sponse when the subject was under has created wealth by the (billions.
such time and to such person or per and method as prescribed In the sec tiPr.bla
Production has been aoove the aver
gress in securing support.
identification of some of the crim- investigation at New fork.
teaching
preclude
lan
the
of
other
by
may
said
sons
as
be
authorized
age ot recent years with few excep
tion for the settlement and liquida- inals who took the lead In the murThe bill was Introduced In the Sen- guages In said public schools.
same
under
receive
the
to
state
the
"railroad-refundin- g
Concerning the decision of the tions; and, while some prices have
ate today by Senator Foraker, of Sec 4. That in case a constitution lawn to be enacted by said state, and tion of the
derous shooting of. private citixens
bonds of the counties of Santa at Brownsville. It establishes clearly court, in a dissenting opinion. Jus fallen, others have risen.
Ohio. It follows:
laws
enact
suoh
shall
said
state
until
bo
government
shall
state
formed
Fe and Grant," and shall be admin the fact that colored soldiers did the tice Day expressed the opinion that
A bill to enable the people of New andcompliance
Production la 1B08.
with the provisions! of said appropriation shall not be paid. istered and the interest
coupons shooting. The Investigation,
how- Mexico to form a constitution and in
The farm value of all farm prod
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given the interstate
million
five
appropriation
construction
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the
convention
this
tho
act
inprovided
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manner
In
government
the
thereon
gone
be
admitted
enough
en
and
ever, has not
to
state
far
commerce
questions ucts of 10 reaches the moat extracommission's
shall provide by ordinance for lars shall be held inviolable and In for by the part of this section allud
us to determine all the facts tnd oonoernlng dealings
to the union on an equal footing with same
stocks be ordinary total in ths nation's history
in
submitting said constitution to the Vested by said state. In trust, for the ing to the liquidation and refunding able
original
we
states.
will proceed with It.
the
17,778,000,000.
This Is about four
tween the Southern Pacific and other
proposed state for Its use and benefit of said schools.
"railroad-refundin- g
of the
Be it enacted iby the Senate and people of said rejection
"It appears that almost all the roads, to which they refused to make times the value of the products of the
election
an
or
at
ratification
herein
10.
lands
all
Sec.
That
counties
of
bonds
of
and
Fe
Uni
Representatives
Santa
the
of
the
House of
members of B company must have response when the subject was un mines, including mineral
oils and
to be held at a time fixed In said or granted for educational purposes may Grant."
ted States of America in Congress
teen actively concerned In the shoot- der investigation at New Tork.
precious metals.
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election
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which
the
at
disposed
only
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at
of
be
and
In
granted
Sec.
all
all
lands
IS.
That
of
par- That the inhabitants
(Construing the decision of the tributes) 87 per cent of the raw ma
fled
for said proposed state public sale, the proceeds to consti quantity or as indemnity fcy this act ing, either to the extent of being
that part of the area of the United shall voters
tio,pant8f 0r to the extent of virtually court, in a dissenting opinion, Justice terials used In those manufacturing;
directly
against
Invote
the
for
or
permanent
fund,
a
school
the
tute
bedirection
territory
selected,
shall
under
the
States now constituting the
those who were partici Day expressed tht opinion that the Industries which depend mostly or
proposed constitution; and 'or or come from which only shall be ex of the secretary of ve Interior, from encouraging
of New Mexico as at present descrlb aagnist
pants.
construction ";-- . the interi.lata com- - consldetatily upo.i agricultural nxa-subany
111 the support of said schools.
provisions
separately
pended
p
of
,llc.
unappropriated,.
may
union
the,
become a state of the
ed
s tc. cTnr',Tlea O
nd D, there mere law ; fnkS from..-- tty all power tt&l,la, aid then tudusttfoe ut 42
election
oi
returns
mitted.
The
said
said- land may, under such reguBut
w.thlnof
limits
provided.
Statea
United
the
tbe
as hereinafter
can be no question that practically or investigation.
per Cent 6f all 'materials used ifi all
ibe made te the seeretaxy of the lations as the lagialatura ahall pre
the state state, by a commission com every man In them must have had
Sec. 3. That all qualified electors shall
.
.
- ,t
.
Industries.
Pleased.
governor
llairin&
who,
territory,
and
not
with
the
periods
scribe,
leased
for
of
be
gen
governor,
surveyor
posed
of
hereby
the
author' chief
was
of said territory are
knowledge that the shooting
New York, Deo. 4. B. H. Harrlgam In value of farm product
any. tw.o of more than ten years, and such com- eral,
The
thereof,
or
Justice
attorney
delegates
general
said
of
and
ized to vote for and choose
by some members of B troop, man said today in reference to the in 1908 over 1887 la 2S0,000,000 and
shall canvass the same; and if mon school land shall not fas subject sute; and no fees shall be charged dona
to form a convention in said terrl athem,
and po,gibiy by one or two others supreme court decision, which waa
on to preemption, homestead entry, or ror
legal
votes
majority
cast
would have been much larger had
the
of
possess
i
or
me
the
same
passing me line to
tory; such delegates shall
ona of the other troops. This con- - sweeping victory for him and his as not
question shall be for the const! any other entry under the land laws for the
the prices of cotton and hay been
preliminary
proceedings
grave
there
qualifications of such electors. The that
of
was
a
offense
cealment
always
he
been
sociate
had
that
of products In
the governor shall certify the of the United States, whether survey' of.
by confident of suoh an outcome. Per low. The value
Itself,
was
and
aforesaid convention shall consist of tution
aczrtvated
sreatlr
result to the president of the United ed or unsurveyed, but shall be re
lands tneir testifying before the Senate sonally, he said, ha never had any the census year, being taken at 100,
Sec. IS. That all mineral
one hundred and thirteen delegates, States
value for 1003 stands at KG; for
together with the statement of served for school purposes only.
shall be exempted from the grants committee that they were ignorant objection to answering the questions the
ADDortioned among the several coun
1004, at 1S1; for 1905, at 1S4; for
the votes cast thereon and upon Sep
Sea. II. That in lieu of the grant made by tnis act; out u any portion ot what they must have known.
ties within the limits of the proposed arate
corporation
to
his
his
relation
but
or propositions, and a of land for purposes of Internal im thereof shall be found by the depart- 10, at 143; (or 1907, at 159; and
state, and the governor, chief Justice copy articles
"Nevertheless, it is to be said in forbade his disclosing their
articles, provement made to new states hy the ment of the Interior to be mineral
for 1908 at 185. During the last ten
of said constitution,
were
they
partial
way.
except
exoneration
that
a
In
and the secretary of the said tern propositions
lawful
years the wealth production on the
and ordinances. And it eighth section of the act of Septem lands, said state Is hereby authorised probably cowed by threats made by
tory shall apportion the delegates to
The questions which Harrlman ra
Is
the constitution and government of ber fourth, 1841, which section
empowered to select, in legal sub- - the more desperate men who had fused to answer sought to ascertain farms of this country has exceeded
and
he thus elected among the several said
proposed state are republican in hereby repealed as to the proposed divisions, an equal quantity of other actually been engaged in shooting, as
the fabulous sum of $60,000,000,000- counties thereof In accordance with form, and if the provisions in this state,
he owned any Chicago ft
Corn Greatest of all crops la In- In lieu of any claim or de unappropriated lands in said atate in to what would happen to any man whetherstock,
by
purchased
was
which
Alton
the voting population as shown by act have been compiled with In the mand and
dian corn, whose production this year
by the said Btate under the act lieu thereof.
protect the wrong-do- to
who
failed
Pacific;
Che vote cast for delegate in Congress
Union
Illinois
whether
the
is 2.(43,000,000 bushels.
The value
formation thereof, it ahall be the of September 28, 1850, and section
Bee. 14. That the said slate, when ers,
Moreover, there are circum- - Central
stock was purchased by a of this crop is $1,616,000,000.
in said territory in 1908.
duty
Thla
the president of the United
of the revised statutes, making admltted ' as aforesaid, shall constl- - stances tending to show that these pool of which
was
with
member,
a
And the governor of said territory States,of within twenty days from, the 2,479
he
grant of swamp and overflowed tute one judicial district, the name misguided men were encouraged by a view of selling It to the Union Pa- wealth, grown out ot the soli In four
ahall by proclamation order an elec receipt of the certificate of the result alands
to certain states, which grant thereof to be the same as the name outsiders to persist in their course of cific; whether Union Pacific direc- months of rain, sunshine and some
tion of the delegates aforesaid in said of said election anS statement of the It is hereby
droughty Is enough to cancel the in- declared is not extended of the state, and the cItcuH and dla- - concealment and denial.
territory to be held on the sixth votes cast thereon and a copy of said
tors were Interested In New York
debt of the United
to the Said state, and In lieu of any trlct courts therefor shall be held at
feel, therefore, that some meas- - Central stock which was acquired by
Tuesday after the passage of this act, constitution, articles, propositions
"I
Panama,
to pay for
and grant of saline lands to said state, the capital of the atate, or at such ure of allowance should be made for
U. P., and how much Santa Fe States andfifty battleships. the
the
which proclamation shall be issued ordinances from said commission, to save
This crop.
as heretofore made, the follow other place or places as the court the misconduct of those men. In stock was owned by the U. P. di- canal and
within twenty days after the passage issue his proclamation
Is worth this year nearly as much aa
announcing lng grants of lands from public lands Itself may designate; and the said otner words, I believe we can afford
of this act; and such election Bhall be
the great crops of cotton, bay and
result of said election, and there of the United States within said state district shall, for judicial purposes, to reinstate any of those men who rectors.
Harrlordered
court
circuit
The
conducted, the returns made, the re- the
'
upon the proposed state under and are hereby made,
t:
wheat combined. Compared with the
happened.
now
truthfully
provided,
what
tell
attached
be
until
otherwise
answer
man
questions
certificates
its
ascertained,
and
these
and
to
the
sult
averages of the preceding five yare
by the name of New Mexico ahall be
establishment
malnten
the
and
For
g
they
can
to
fix
ve
conjudicial
suThere
eighth
the
circuit.
aid
to
all
waa
by
such
today
the
the
reversed
to
persons
order
elected
the
to the
the quantity Is per cent higher and
deemed admitted by Congress into
and support of Insane asylums shall be appointed for said diotrlct
upon those who are preme court.
vention issued as nearly as may be in the union under and by virtue of this ance
the value 43 per cent higher.
In the said state, two hundred thous- one district judge,
they,
guilty,
by
really
show
that
and
States
prescribed
is
as
manner
same
the
Cotton It seems likely that the
act on an equal footing with the
acres; for penitentiaries,
two attorney, and one United States mar- - themselves, had no guilty knowledge
the laws of said territory regarding original Btatea from and after the and
cotton crop Is one ot the highest
acres; for schools shak. The judge of raid district ahall bi forehand and were In no way lm SHOW PEANS FOR
hundred
thousand
of
members
for
therein
elections
the
three ever produced, but with a valua
of said proclamation.
for the deaf, dumb and blind, two receive a yearly salary the same as plicated in the affair. ave by having
the House of Representatives of the date
next to the highest or perhaps more,
The original of said constitution hundred thousand acres; for miners' other similar judges of the United knowledge of it afterwards and fall- legislative assembly thereof by the
although the farm price ot cotton thi
one
hospitals
MASONIC
TEMPLE
miners,
NEW
disabled
propositions,
ordinanoes
for
and
articles,
by
divulge
pays
lng
refusing
to
provided
it.
for
States,
law.
as
and
of
the
county
commissioners
board of
year ks below ths price of last .year
"I recommend that a law be pass- respective counties. All persons resi- and the election returns, and a copy hundred thousand acres; for normal and ahall reside in the district to
by more than ona cent.
acres
thousand
two
schools,
war,
hundred
at
votes
secretary
cast
of
the
allowing
of
ed.
statement
shall
of
appointed.
the
the
There
is
ho
are
which
proposed
who
state
dent in said
For the first time In the history ot
re
penal
say
charitable,
and
be
tor
state
a
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period
and
shall
time,
of
fixed
election
a
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said
courts
said
appointed
of
be
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territory
said
'qualified voters of
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s agriculture, the value
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formatory
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by
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over
the
to
those
the
turned
reinstate
the
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offices
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to
shall
who
their
entitled
shall
be
herein provided,
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crop, Including seed, has
cotton
the
of
agricultural
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and
ex
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a
he,
authorities.
careful
tilers
to
regular
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whom
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the
after
state.
The
said
rejection
of
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the ratification
vote
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exceeded
the value of tho
colleges,
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general
mechanical
Innocent
been
three
have
next
6.
amlnatlon,
in
until
the
finds
Sec.
That
be
shall
held
courts
said
rules
of
terms
such
constitution,
under
of the
hay crop, which has heretofore held
or until otherwise provided iy thousand acres: Provided, That the said district at the place aforesaid, and whom be finds to nave done an
and regulations as said convention census,
place.
heretofore an or at such other place or places as In their power to help bring to jus- may prescribe not in conflict with law, said state shall be entitled to national appropriation
Plans of the temple which Albu- second
Hay The greatest hay crop in histwo representatives In the House of nually paid to the agricultural and the court itself may designate un the tlce the guilty. Meanwhile the inves querque Masons propose to erect at
. this act.
tory
has been gathered thla year,
college of said territory first Monday In Aurll and the first tlgatlon will D continued.
the corner of Copper avenue and
Sec. 3. That the delegates to the Representatives of the United States, mechanical
tons, or 12 per cent above the
by
report
Browne
of
Con
year,
hall,
the
submitted
In
until
order
The
representatives
further
Sixtieth
the
on
whioh
and
may
of
October
each
Mondav
meet
seen
street,
in
shall
be
North Third
convention thus elected
average
conyers
of the preceding five years.
ays:
or
paid
to
to
governor
said
Boya
gresH.
be
together
Congress,
continue
with
grand
only
petit
one
jury
the
the
and
said
L.
government
K.
of
Washburn
the window of the
at the seat of
infantry, company's store on South Second Its price is 33 per ton less than tt
state, county, and pre state- for the use of said institution
Jury Bhall be summoned for service , company B, Twenty-nrt- h
territory on the third Monday after and all other provided
was a year ago. but stilT the farm,
for in said con- for schools of mines, two hundred in both of said circuit and district now at Monroe, Ga., told William street.
cinct officers
their election, and after organisation
of the crop Is $631,000,000 or
value
son,
and
Law
detective,
military
a
he
acres;
ibe
on
that
institutes
same
stitution,
elected
for
shall
the
thousand
building;
district
and
circuit
will
people
courts.
The
be
stories
four
The
shall declare, on behalf of the they day of the election for the adoption two hundred thousand acres.
6 per cent above the five-yeavercourts for said district and the three or four others, all men of the high and 100 feet square. It will be age.
of said proposed state, that
Infantry, were leaders built of either stone or brick. The
Two hundred thousand acres of un judges
of the constitution; , and until said
thereof, shall possess the Twenty-fift- h
adopt the constitution of the United atate,
Wheat Wheat is 1H per cent
county and precinct officers are appropriated public land in the said same powers and jurisdiction and per ir. the Brownsville raid. Conyera front will face on Third street, and
States; whereupon the said convention
average In proqualified under the
territory are hereby granted and do form the same duties r. 'quired to be tried to commit suicide after he found the elevator to the upper floors wli above the five-yeshall be, and Is hereby, authorizedgov-to elected and
of the constitution and the nated to the said state, for the main performed by the other circuit and out that he had made his statement open on a spacious lobby at the en- duction and 23 per cent above in
form a constitution and state
The 660.000.000 bushels
la admitted into the union the tenance and support of the archeo
district courts and judges of the Uni- - to a detective, saying that the other trance. The first floor will be cut up total value.
ernment for said proposed state. The state
to be
unless a lease of this crop are estimated
in territorial officers shall coninue to logical institute and school of arch ted states, and shull be governed by irproes would kill him when he got Into five storerooms
constitution shall be republican
the duties of the respective eology and museum located in the the same laws and regulations. The tot
can be made to parties who desire a worth $620,000,000 to the farmers, or
form and make no distinction in civil discharge
"He finally wrote to Senator For different arrangement. The Masons (6,000,000 more than the most valthe city of Santa Fe, the present cap marshal, district attorney and clerks
in said territory.
or political rights on account of race officers
pro.
Sec.
That upon the admission ital of the territory of New Mexico. of the circuit and dixtrlct courts of aker and received a reply. That re will reserve the three upper floors uable wheat crop heretofore
or color, except as to Indians not
Two hundred thousand acres of un the said district, and all other of fl ply he construed to mtan that he for their use. Each division of the duced.
state into the union there is
taxed, and not be repugnant to the of said granted
Oats Although the oat crop sufIt, including the appropriated public lands In the said eers and persons performing duties shiuld stick to his erlglnal story told order will have its own office headconstitution of the United btates and hereby thereof unto
granted. territory are hereby granted and do In the administration of Justice there- b. fore the Senate committee, at all quarters. The grand lodge of the fered from drought the value is $311.
heretofore
the principles of the declaraUon of sections
territory will have its headquarters 000,000 ror 789 000.000 bushels, or It
in, shall severally poxsexs the powers hazards, an I there he Hands."
Independence. . And said convention four sections of public land In each nated to the said state, for the estab
averagn
The report Us accompanied by affi In the building, and the grand secre- per cent abov the five-yeIn the proposed state for Ushment and maintenance and sup- and perform the duties lawfully pos
shall provide, by ordinance. Irrevoca- township
free public nonsec-tarla- n port of a manual training and tech sessed and required to be performed davits in support of the statements tary will have his private office there. value and 9 per cent below the averble without the consent of the United the suppport of schools,
Secnical school In the city of Santa Fe, by similar officers In other districts made oy Browne.
common
There will be a banquet hall large age product.
States and the people of said state: ,
According to Conyer's alleged con- enough to seat 600 people and culAll t'ereals All cereals aggregate
sixteen, the present capital of the territory of the United States, and shall, for
thirteen,
numbered
First. That perfect toleration of tions
Holleman,
a money inary departments adequate to any 4,329,000,000 bushels, a total that has
and whera of New Mexico.
and thirty-six- ,
the services they may perform, re fession. John
religious sentiment shall be secured, thirty-thre- e
parts thereof
In addition to the lands granted by ceive the fees and compensations now lender of Company B, was the chief f octal affairs or banquet the lodge been exceeded three times, but the
and that no Inhabitant of said state such sections oror any
otherwise disposed this act. and which hsve been grant allowed by law to officers performing conspirator and leader In the raid, could possibly rare to give. The value reaches $2,694,000,000, or more
hall ever be molested In person or have been sold
by any prior law, two similar services for the United States and the custodian and distributor of lodge room will be on the Copper than $30,000,000 above that of 1907.
property on account of hi or her of by or under the authority jal any ed heretofore
cartridges, but his plana could not avenue side and In the east end of and exceeds still more the totals of
other lands equivalent million acres of lands sure hereby In the territory of New Mexico.
mode of worship, and that polyga- act of Congress
Compared with the
subdivisions of- not granted to the said state to be
Sec. 15. That all cases of appeal have been carried out had not Ser- the building, occupying a large part former years.
mous or plural marriages are forever thereto, inonelegal
qusrter section and as lected and segregated as heretofore or writs of error heretofore prosecut geant George Jarksun, of Company of the two top stories. It will he preceding five years the number of
less than
prohibited.
may be to the section provided for other lands granted ua ed and now pending In the supreme B, in charge of the keys to the gun two stories In depth for the pur bushels is higher by 0.2 per cent aal
That the capital of said state shall contiguous as
the proceeds from said court of the United Htates upon any racks, and Sergeant Reld, In com pose of arranging a balcony in the the value is higher by 33 per cent.
temporarily be at the city of Santa in lieu of which the same Is taken; der this act, acres
of land, when dis- record from the supreme court of mand of the guards,
seUoled
million
end opposite the stage. The lodge I Animal Products Although
the
two
be
to
lands
Indemnity
such
New
present
territory
of
the
Fe. in
d posed of by the state, to be applied In said territory, or that may hereafter both before and after the raid. The room will be a large auditorium. In farmer gets hardly 20 cents a pound
Mexico, and shall not be changed within said respective portions of
alleged
led
men
4
are
to
who
have
four
butter,
I
for
his
between
and
In
centa
faet.
discharge
outstanding
of the
In the manner provided invthls the
lawfully be prosecuted upon any rec
therefrom previous to, anno Domini state Provided;
were John Holleman, John
Work an ths new building, will be a 'quart for his milk, and about' 1
That ' tha thirteenth, debtedness owing and due from the ord from said courts, may be heard the raid Boyd
1930, but the location of said capital act:
Conyers and Caroline begun within two months, and con- cent tor each egg. yet the value of
Brown,
ihiry-sixn
thirty-third
in
Grant,
and
supreme
Fe
of
Santa
and
eonntles
sixteenth,
by
and
determined
caid
by
the
year,
fixed
be
may, after said
The motive for the struction wilt be pushed steadily un-t- tt the farm ''products of the dairy cow la
'4n surma snt res- said territory of New Maxlco, and all court of he United States. And the de Saussere.
lectors of said state, voting at an sections embraced
completion, i Money for the build-I- 'getting close of $800.te.00, and the
coupons mandate or execution' or. of further shooting, according to Conyers, wa
to
purpose
Judgments
shall
national,
aeuadneiit
ervations
far
by,
for
provided
tothe
be
lection
Is betngj raised now. .and the value tf the eggs and poultry pre- legally - axsaitaa by the proceedings shaH ha directed by the retaliation for threats said to have
noY afattjr tlhie be' subjected to the heretofore
legislature.
been made by the "crackers" (whites) committee (Oufharre of thJ( wprk js jduced on he farm Is worth as much,
Tfc.t K riftonlA Inhabit I grants nor to ntainasmauy prevaaaps courts of txe- - said ten tuny, bywhich
red of getting- all the mods nea- - as the cotton crop, seed Included,- or
that they would have no negro sol
sub
but other lands equivalent said indebtedness was) created
lag said proposed sUte do agree and of this act,
(Cbrwttnwrel oa Pace Four.)
ed.
diers at Brownsville,
of
by
aid
.the hay crop, or the wheat crop.
said
; e
counties
(crlptloa
such
in
for
may
selected
be
all1
thereto
disclaim
declare that they forever
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ALBUQUliRQUE CITIZEN BATTERS LOST

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

djr the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
W.

.

STRICKLER

WILLIAM P. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

IN DUEL WITH
PITCHERS

year by nittli In advance
month by nHil
month by carrier within city limits

SO

Entered as second class nmttrr at the rostaffloe of Albuquerque,

N

--

amdr Act of Congviea of March

M.,

S, 1879.

The only Illustrated dally newspaper In Now Mcxioo and the best
vertising medium of Ute Southwest.

ad-

THE ALBrQCERQCE CITIZEN IS:
The leading Ilrpulilloan daily and weekly newnpaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."

T1E ALBCQUKRQUE CITIZEN HAS:

rhe Bnrrt rqiiJ)Md )tb department In New Mexico,
by Associated Tress and Auxiliary Newt Service.
The latest

reils

"WE GET THE NEWS FIROT."

STATEHOOD FOR NFW MEXICO"
"We

Oftt

$5.00

."

favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
Republican National Platform.
In the Union.

Artsona as separate states

Don't Disccunt 2Fture
J. P. Morgan, financier, may not stand first In the hearts of his country-anebut an a business barometer, he stands very close to the fop If not first.
Therefore, a little interview with Mr. Morgan, which appears under a Chin,

Big

made by Lew Moren, the
Philadelphia pitcher, who jumped
forward 14 points. The biggest loss
fell to Sammy Strang 18 points
but Strang played only a few games
In the big league last season before
he wa released to Baltimore, and
doubtless would have done better had
he had more opportunity. Wlltse of
of the New Torks, was another pitcher who was much better with the ash
this year than last. He boosted his
average 102 points.
Ferguson, the
Boston pitcher, improved a great deal,
and largely because he had more
to go to the bat than he had
with the New Tork club.
Prank Chance, a good batter season In and season out, fell from seventh to twentieth
place. Another
classy batter who dropped snd dropped far, was Mike Mitchell of the
Cincinnati, who ranked eighth In
lf07 and seventy-sevent- h
In
1908.
McLean of the same team, had a big
tumble, too. Bridwell moved up from
eighty-fift- h
place, Doyle
to tenth
If you have lost your Job
from thirty-thir- d
to third. Brans-fiel- d
you can soon get another by
from seventieth to fourth. Evers
running an ad In
from fifty-fift- h
to fifth, and Lobert
from sixty-thir- d
to sixth.
Tommy
Leach fell from fourth to thirty-firs- t,
and Beaumont from third to twenty-thirChick Fraser finished In the
same place both years, 146th.
The biggest gain in the American
WANT COLUMNS.
league was made by Ira Thomas, the
catcher. When with the Highlanders
season before last he ranked 109th,
but with the Detroits the past season
The cost Is small; the rehe climbed un tn sixth nlaee and ad.
are big.
sults
115
points.
vanced
Ed Kllllan, the
Detroit pitcher, took a big tumble.
His average was 183 points less than
In 1 907 and he dropped from fifth to
1 50th place.
Pitcher Bill Donovan
of the same team, also took a long
Our Prices, Best Goods,
shoot down the batting
toboggan.
Thtelman, the Cleveland and Boston
LOWEST PRICES
pitcher, soared to the extent of 101
points and ranked seventh last season to 103d for the season before.
i
The once peerleBs hitter, Lajoie, Horse Blankets
.$ 2.00 to $ 4.00
was In fifteenth place among the Lap Robes
2.00 to
4.25
1908 batters, the lowest he has been Auto Robe, watersince he became a major leaguer. That
proof.
Is six places lower than he was the Team
12.00 to 41.00
year before and his average shrank Double Harness
Buggy Har10 points.
Jim Delehanty of the
ness
17.60 to 14.00
Washlngtons, advanced from nine- Single surrey harness 17.00 to 19.00
teenth to third place and added 39 Buggy harness
8.(0 to 10.00
points to his percentage. The dough- Express wagon harty Sam Crawford was fourth
last
ness
1S.S0 to SS.00
season fourth the year before, and Celebrated
Askew
Ty Cobb
lost 4 points.
lost 16.
4.C0 to 11.00
Saddles
Hemphill improved his position by
36 notches and added 36 points to his Our Harness and Saddle guaranteed
to be as good as is on the market
batting average.
Willie Keller made a gain over his Parts of Harness kept In stock. Call
1907 average, though still far below and see our stock before you buy,
nls normal percentages when he was

7V

MANAGING EDITOR

sunsciiiiTioN rates.

league wa

Leagues ShowtfDeclInes

Inj Perceniagesitfor SUck
WorK Last Season.
New York, Dec. 14. In both the
National and American leagues last
season more batters fell off In their
stick work than gained. In the National league 62 gained In points and
69 took a drop.
In the American
league only 45 gained, whereas 71 had
a slump. It is plain, therefore, that
the National leaguers held up their
work better than the hitters of the
younger baseball organization.
It Is
also plain in both leagues that the
batsmen are not holding their own
In their struggle with the pitchers.
that the reverse of headway is being
made by the batters in the ceaseless,
duel with the occupants of the hnx
ror the upper hand, a duel which ts
one of the salient features of the rational game.
There Is in each of the big leagues
one batter who may be said to be In
a class by himself. One Is Wagner
of the National league, the other.
Cobb of the American league. There
are no batters quite of the grade of
these two exceptional performers with
the locust wand and of the two Wag
ner is the greater. He Is again at
the top and if his gain this season
was small it was because his batting
of the previous year was about as
high in percentage as it Is humanly
possible for a player to go. Cobb in
the American league, ranked second
this year, but the man who ranked
ahead of him did not play In nearly
as many games and was not at the
iat often enough to go against the
same law of chance the likelihood of
having his average pulled down, as

d.

!

14,
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TOYS and DOLLS

Some
Reasons

I

and everything for Christmas presents
Holla
.1 . ,111,.
,,uv,
Cups and saucers, 5c to 15c
Doll carts, 10c to 11.76.
Wheelbarrows, J5C.
Chairs, 20c and Jo'c.
Folding tables, 75c.
Kxpress wagons. SSc to 13
carts, Jc.
.1
Fire engines, 10c, $1.T
'
Tin toys. Be to 75c.
.
Automobiles, 16c to It
Men's gloves, 10e to 11.50.'
Women-gloves, 25c to $1 B9
Olrls gloves, 16c to 60c.
Girls' coats, $1.60 to M.08.
Ladies' coats. $4.00 to
Fur collars, $1.00 to $.0$15.00.
Roys' overcoats, $100 to $7 00
Men's overcoats, $5.00 to $1100
And hnndrrris of other suitable
Xmas
ati4fns
asaat, il
u.
II IC
.

,

1

Why

c
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6R0CRY CO.
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Meat

Market.Stanle and faney
Groceries
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Frulu and Vegetables.
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The Citizen

cago date line, Is well worth reading, as an index to the views held by the
Csancler as to the business conditions of the country, present and future.
"The Interview says:
"Any man who is a bear on the future of this country will go broke."
J. Pierpont Morgan, In a circle of his friends and business associates, at
the Chicago club, pointed to this sentiment, given to him years ago by his
father, as being the basis of his business career, and the secret of his continued optimism In spite of panics and reverses.
"He told me," Mr. Morgan Is quoted as saying, "to follow my bent In
huslness, but whatever that business, to work hard. One thing he said I
always remember not to discount the future of America. He said:
'hall
"There may be times when things are dark and cloudy In America, when
uncertainty will cause some to distrust and others to think there Is too much
production, too much building of railroads and too much development In
other enterprises. In such times and at all times remember that the great
growth of that vast country will take care of all.'
"People often charge me with being too sanguine and that in business
there is entirely too much optlclsm In my views," continued Mr. Morgan.
Now, I cannot be otherwise and I would not if I could. It Is a part and Cobb was.
parcel of me."
In the National league the best
Discussing the business outlook for the future. Mr. Morgan said to his gain among the everyduy players was
friends:
made by Bransfleld, who advanced 71
"The return to the normal is perceptible everywhere and the usual con- iiumifl over nis
rorm. It Is
ditions of American business, beneficial to all, are coming back in a steady tribute to John McGraw's Judgmenta'
mod increasing stream.
nlH Pnme- The improvement in this country and the bright the way Bridwell Improved In the hit-- i
utlook here are having their effect abroad, too."
THOS. F. KELEHER
ting. He was 67 points better than
In .1907, and became not only a first For Tluit Dull Feeling After Eating.
408 West Railroad Avenue
And every one agrees with the St. Louis Times In the following senti- class but a timely batter. One of the
I have used Chamberlain's Stomach
ment: Over In Pittsburg the other night part of that town was much best natural hitters In the country, and Liver Tablets for some time, and
hocked because a dozen young women danced a Spring Song in bare feet Sherwood Magee. of the Philadelphia, can testify that they have done me
Rio Grande Valle Land On.
and legs. The next night found Chief of Police Thomas McQualde on hand. slumped appreciably, but that prob- more good than any tablets I have
He told the young women they would wear clothes or go to Jail. But It is ably represents only a temporary de- evtr used. My trouble was a heavy
JOHN BORRADAILE
cline. Throe of the players whom dull feeling
better to quote from the dispatches:
after eating. David
"I'll back the wagon right up and let you all come to the station and MoGraw traded last winter to Boston Freeman. Kempt, Nova Scotia, These
'Browne, Bowerman and McGann
pat your clothes on," the policeman said.
Real Estate and Investment
tablets strengthen the stomach and
CoUeeet Rents of City Realty
"But what will we do In the 'Spring Song?' You know, Mr. McQualde, all fell off In their batting, as did Improve the digestion. They also regwe must " began one of the girls.
Shannon, who was disposed of to ulate the llvtr and bowels. They are Office, Corner Third and Gold Art
"I know that there's got to be more clothes on that bunch. Get some Pittsburg.
For that matter so did far superior to pills but cost no more. Phone MS
Albwsoeraae, K. a)
tights and some, shoes. , 1 don't, want any more of this
business, Tenney, who was had from Boston Get a free imple at any drug store
in the trade.
aad I won't hava It," replied McQuald. without much ahowiof politeness.
and see whnt a splendid medicine
And that night the young Vomen danced their Spring- Song with a show
The biggest gain In the National li Is.
decency. .Chief McQualde has our endorsement.
The stage has quite
enough of nudity and plain speech as it exists. We need a McQualde In
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MIL!
every city of the country to keep down art enthusiasm.
Ns4
THE OLDEST MIIXi IN THE CTTT
Probably Miss Ethel Roosevelt takes- after her sfrenuous father. The
When In need of sash, door frames
a
day
party
she assisted at
ather
where one of her friends made ,her debut,
etc.
Screen work a specialty. 40
party
a
in the evening, went later to a thesater party, folattended dinner
south First greet. Telephone 401.
lowed by another dinner and a dance, which lasted until almost daylight.
"r each occasion, except the theater, dinner and dance, she changed
This would be too much for any ordinary girl, but then any ordinTHIRD STHEET
ALBUQUERQUE
ary girl would have to get up In the morning to help mother get breakfast
HEW MtXICO
aaaybe.

lECKMnEU

tha store news a Bttls
ahead, glTlnc tha
peetlre pmrehaser tana
piaa a shopping- Soar
-

the next morning.

T
Wise advertisers
ise The CHlaen

patronbecause

they know their advertisements are seen and
read at the homes in tha
evening, and If they ars
offering something worthy
"f attention, their ad has
accomplished Its mission.

SIJCK8 OF KNERGV.
We make and sell tha any nt Ka.
that Insures enjoyment of meals and
good

of
health following. The mixing and baking are An Prfltllv rlnna
that we give good bread, wholesome
"rcu, aiways,
Makes the best meals von mn
the full value of your money, too.

ft.

bsrrV-legg-

Don't Forget The

-

t

MONTEZUMA

TRUST

CO.

cos-tam- e.

i

Conscience Is something that it takes a long time to develop. One of the
worst boys in Albuquerque is already 16 years old, yet he goes to bed and
sleeps the sleep of the Just every night when he Isn't out skylarking, and it's
harder to get him up in the morning than it is to make him say his prayers

Capital and Surplus. $100,000

Moat Market

UJ Kinds of

Steam Sausage Factory.
KMJXi BXXXNWORT

at night

Masntilo Building. North.

Tha best method to adopt with unruly convicts in the penitentiary,
would be to lock them in a room for about two hours a day and make them
listen to the average girl practice on the piano. While not as humane, perhaps, as a dark cell, it Is very effective.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

The man who Is always finding fault gets more consideration and attention than is coming to him when he goes Into a store, but no one ever speaks
well of him and he hasn't a friend on earth if he happens to lose his money.
A boy can go to college and yell until his throat is injured at every football game but when he grows up and there is a baby In the house, he loses
his temper every time the youngster howls.
Do you want to see Albuquerque grow? Then make it a point to attend
the meeting of the city council tonight, discuss the plana for a new sewer
system and vote for the bund issue.
By all means vote the sewer bonds January 19. The matter of letting
contract at the lowest possible figure, can be attended to after the money

and Builder
ECONOMY

Further delay In building a sewer in this city, would be the very poorest
f bus riexs Judgment and in addition might cost many lives, were an epidemic once to start.

IN

LUMBER

Jobbing
Phones:

It makes no difference to us whether your bill of material be for a chicken coop or the largest building in
the country, we are prepared to tunu.sh th same at
lowest prices. Our lumber is well seasoned, which
makts it worth 15 per cent more to the building than
the lumber you have bet n lu ing. Iris.

SUPERIOR LUMBER
FIRST

STREET,

South of Viaduct,

&

MILL CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Promptly

ALBUQUERQUE,

la

mi

Copper

More fathers would send their sons to college were it not for the fact
It costs so much to support them after they are educated.

Carrie Nation Is in England. Now with Anna In France and Thaw
oak, we bid fair to enjoy Christmas with our wonted calm.

Iangerons Operation,

the removal

the appendix br a
surgeon.
No one who takes Dr.
King's New Life Pills Is ever subject
ed to this frightful ordeal.
They
work so quietly jrou don't feel them.
They cure constltpation, .headache,
biliousness and malaria.
25c at all
.of

"Listen, my children, and you shall hear of the faked-u- p
Revere," is the way they say it now. Alas for our history!

ride of Paul

Kvery citizen should do his duty. Voting for the sewer bonds
of Albuquerque.

to public health Jnd the future

In

a duty

Speaking of the union of predatory wealth, a New York widow worth
half a million has just eloped with a plumber.

lo

you own real est ite In Albuquerque?
tem and you want It without undue delay.

maa who enjoys
waxes enthusiastic over grand opera.
You seldom see

a

Then you want a newer sys-

prize fight or football game, who

a

The gong has sounded on the Christmas rush.
early is now outlawed.
No. Maude, the woman who puts

"slutting"

sot a taxidermist.

The Benson's j y
trt'gin to come along.

and

Is

with us all and it

The warning

w

ill

In a

to

buy

turkey, is

remain until the January bills

Also tliis is the season when the festive grippe fastens itself up in young
old.
Not all the uir!

who work in mutch factories are striking.

u

In

Ave.

N. M.

The city council may be depended upon to do its duty. Will the voters
do likewise January 19 when the sewer bonds go before a general election?

that

to

Shop 1065; Residence 552

Ship Corner Fourth St.

A

Attended

Will be a prosperous year for Albuquerque, and some present
values will double inside of twelve months.
real-esta- te

The Terrace Addition

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First

The CItlsen has tever
. given premiums
ts subscribers, hat Is
to and paid for oa
sews merits, gnu
that Its subscribers aava
money with which ta hay
what they want tram
legitimate
ass.
These are the people
The Ottlaen Invites to
yoar store.

Ranch and House.

ng

iHVEBTiaATE...

E
Are you advertising
The CItlsen r Your
petltora are. and ars
profiting by It. Do yoa
think eonaervaiira
uess mea are
money where they ars
not getting remits? Get
at the swim aad natch
yoar sostaeiei grew.

N

ET--

rOH

Store Room,
on Central Avenue vacant tn
November.

nerikt

The CItlsen employs
maa whose buatacss St
to look after your
tistng wants. lis
write your copy If yoa
wish. It aot, be wtg ses
that yoar ads are "net
sp" to look their best
aad he will attend to
them from day m day.

St

BIG BARGAINS
3 Business,

mraVa

z

Carpenter

has been secured for doing the work.
i

Third

ED. FOURNELLE

If you desire to see Albuquerque take the place to which she is entitled
In the future, you are In favor of the bond Issue to build an adequate sewer
system. Proper sewerage Is the first step In the making of greater

a

Fresh and San Meat

I

rOR REfr-- l
First

on

tors room,

street-G- et

s Travelers' Accident and
Health Policy. Money to Loan.
M. L. HCHlTrT,
219 South (Second Street.

W. L.! TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED
"D
TRANSFER STABLPw
Horses and If ules bought
id Kx
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN TH
CTTT
Second Street between Centv u.
Copper Ave.
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EXPERIENCE
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All
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raanaaam- -

iw
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Tbadc Mams
Copyright Ac.

Anrons tending atketrh and dpftcrlrttton mm?
It avtctjrtnlii our opinion fre whether su
ivontmn is prnnniHf paienrAma. rommunir.
:nna ftricUriiiUl4Mit ftU. H AN 0 BOOK OB PsUwDM
ihii iresj. irineni, anncs- jwr sttcuruigr pavwii-- .
Co. rmertvm
t'ntenffl taken ttirouuli 14 una
tperuu rwKict, wirnouteamr6,iaia
quick

t

Scientific American.
nelr ItludtTavted weeklf, S.mrwmH Jtr-s
Term. $3
fif scie?itUlo
r rnoalht, SL tWltl bjtJI ftw4ealrj.
& Co.8818-'. New Vork

-t

Branca

(

KILI.the COUCH
AND

CURE

TH

LUKC8

Br. King!8
Hew Discovsry
WITH

to thi. city, it the COMING RES1DENC E SECTION: Don't forget that.
I will let Silver Avenue go, and it will be,
the finett ttreet in the
new state, at the old prices. I have al.o 13 lots left on Central Avenue, 'and when
these two street are sold out Gold, Lead, Coal, Iron and Highland Avenues will
all be withdrawn from the market and many thousands of dollars will be expended
in grading, setti' g out trees, and installing one of the most complete and
little water plants in the southweit. If you wnt to make a few easy dollars,
or your wife a Christmas present that will mean something, get in quick on
some of this property.

Advertising
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M. P. STAtWm

Albuquerque
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THROAT AND IUNQ TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED

SATI8f ACi'OJtY

TO CURB A COLI IN fWR HAT
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
tablets. Druggists refund moner U
It falls to cure.
E. V. OROITH'S
signature is on each box. 25c
Our work U RIGTTT In every da
tiaruueat. Habbd Laundry Oa.

-

'

'ALBUQUERQUE iXTHXTL
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nilPHONE SYSTED
...
Ttiuto1i Train Orders bj
1'aM m Systm Can

jltuue as

Be Installed.

according to the Topeka Journal
Santa Fe has begun the Installation of a telephone aystem by which
tialn orders will be transmitted hereafter. The Journal saya:
The Santa Fe la beginning this
track to install over ita entire mileage,
telephone aystem for the handling
f train orders and other business incident to train movements.
The first step is being made at New-teon the middle division. Karly this
at thU
week the dispatcher's office necessary
place was fitted up with the
equipment for this work. By Saturday every office on the main line between Newton and Emporia will be
fitted up, and from Emporia to Kan-s- s
the work
f
City over the
will be completed at the end of another week.
The system that Is being installed Is
s arranged that the dispatcher, by
In
the mere pressing of a button
front of him can start a bell ringing
in any office under his Jurisdiction.
Should more than one office be wanted at the same time he can push the
desired buttons at the same time. Or
the
41 all the offices are wanted at
time they can be reached by the
suit
oniric method. When once a bell is
tartcd to ring it will ring until tha
operator at the station wanted pushes
the button on his end.
The dispatcher has a transmitter
tm front of htm, much the same aa 's
a en In a central telephone office. A
receiver is held at his ear by means
f a spring over his head, and he can
bear at all times what is going on at
very station on the line. The operators at the different stations are provided with the same apparatus, and
vpon hearing the bell in their station
ring, can put the receivers to their
ars and receive the order.
iWhen the operator wants to call
the dispatcher all he Is required to do
la to take down his receiver and
peak the name of his station, which
is all that is necessary to attract the
dispatcher's attention.
The new arrangement, however, la
not to succeed the telegraph, but
nerely to facilitate the work. The
telephone has not yet proven satisfactory for anything but short distance
local work. All the telegraph operators will have to be employed as formerly, but their work will be lightCht

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER
A Chance to Buy a Lot and Build a Home to Suit Yourself.
January 1st we will make the following offer:

n,

cut-of-

ened.
The expected benefit to be derived
from the use of the phones is that
they will greatly facilitate the handling of train orders, for an average
rate of forty words a minute is all
that can be sent over the key, while
with the telephone a man can send
three or four times that amount with
ase and accuracy. And in many of
the smaller stations where the operator performs the functions of agent
aa weTi, his duties frequently call him
to remote parts of the depot and
sometimes out of doors where the
lick of the telegraph key is inaudible. The bell with the new telephone
arrangement will be easily heard at
tome distance from the station.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CTJItEP
by local applications, aa they eannot
each the diseased portion of the ear.s,
There Is only one way to cure deaf-esand that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an Inflamed condition of he mucous lining
af the Eustachian Tube. When this
tube is Inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or Imperfect hearlng( and Iswhen
the
st Is entirely closed, Uearnera
result, and unless the Inflamatlon ean
toe taken out and this tube restored to
hearing wiu be
rts normal condition,
Sestroyed forever ;nlne caes out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the
mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
ny case of Deafness (caused by cas
tarrh; that cannot be eured by Hall
circulars free.
Catarrh Cure. Bend for
O.
CO.,
Toledo,
CHENKY
F. J.
Bold by DrugfTtsta, 7Bc.
Take Halt's Family Fills tor constipation
Hair Pre es? and Chiropodist
Mrs. Bambini, at bar parlors op
(.oalte tha Alrarado and next dosr
St urges' Cafe, la prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment., do hair
dressing, treat coma, bunions and
Ingrown nails. Bhe gives massage
Mrs
treatment and aaanlcnim..
Baiablnl'a own preparation of complexion cream Vallda p tha akin aid
Improves tha complexion, and
guaranteed not to bo tnjartoas. Bhv
also prepares ts-S-r toate that tarn
and proTO&ta asAArwK aa nsor rai-t-

as

owe

latrrg

Vf

jteir
ikvWPlMajg

removes MSlsa. wsrU Ui
.i.-- ,
for anr blemish of tha face
call and consult Mr. Bambini.

A beautiful 60 foot residence lot in the Eastern Addition, level and
nicely located on either Arno, Edith or Walter streets, and 5000 feet of
good new building lumber delivered to your order as you may direct. All
for $300.

$100 Down.

What You Can Accomplish

We only have 20 of these propositions. If you want to know more about it call at office
or telephone us and our salesmen will show you the lots at any time. We furnish conveyance.
F. H. Mitchell

Salesmen

Percy B. Stafford
Felipe Gurule

HDRSOrJ

10

The Hobson bill provides also that
below the rank of captain promotion
In the navy ahall be seniority only,
and that no officer of whatever rank
shall be promoted over the head of a
senior officer or shall be eliminated
from the active list without the recommendation of a board composed of
officers of his own corps on the active or retired list, all his seniors In

HI

REGULATE

rank.

THE
Would Make Many Changes
In RanK of Officers-N- ew
Gun Will be Given Trial.
Washington, Dec. 14. A bill to
regulate the strength and promote
the efficiency of the personnel of the
United States navy will be Introduced
in the House by Representative Klcn-mon- d
.P. Hobson, of Alabama.
The measure provide that the au
strength of the
thorized enllwted
men for every
navy shall be fifty-fiv- e
1,000 tons of displacement of serviceable ships. It proposes to augment
the commissioned personnel aa wen,
nrnvldinr additional admiral, vice
admirals and other officers, all thee
increases being based on the tonnage.

Discussing the bill Capt. Hobson
said:
"This bill, if enacted into a law,
would put the personnel of the navy
on a businesslike basis by adjusting
the number of officers automatically
to the number and size of the vesselB
requiring their services. It would relieve permanently the periodical congestion In particular grades, especially the present congestion at the top
and the bottom under which we are
practically deprived of officers of experience in the flag rank, the average term of service at present In
this rank being less than two years.
"In addition to determining the
strength and equalizing the ranks in
the line, the bill would also equalize
the strength of the atalt corps. It
leaves to the president and the secretary of the navy the determination
of all matters of detail In connection
with promotion. At the same time,
it safeguards the rights of individual
officers and prevents the abuse of selection, limiting it to the ranks above
captain.

D. K. B. SELLERS

Office 204 Gold Ave.

OWNER

Telephone 899

"We have been going ahead with
the development of the material, and
has receivthe quetlon of personnel
'
ed but scant attention. The bill here
presented will bring the personnel up
to the level of the material and will
maintain It at that level.
"It will Insure promotion In a regular sequence that will give us officers of command rank at ages when
men are at their best."
Mew Gun la a Terror.
Details of the new naval gun show
that It is to be the most powerful
naval rifle In the world. Among its
other feature It will be five feet
gun now
longer than the twelve-Inc- h
in use and will have suffleclent muzzle velocity to propel almost In a
horizontal line, a shell 1,800 pounds
in weight a distance of 9,000 yards,
at which distance It can penetrate
the best armor in ubb by any of the
great naval powers of the world.
This gun will have an initial velocity estimated at 3,100 feet a second, this being 400 feet 'better than
the working velocity of the present
twelve-inc- h
gun.
These are the salient features of
the new naval terror, which Is to
be used In the charge of the new
gun.
The revolutionary feature of the
new American gun la that, although
only five feet Is added to the length
of the gun, that apparently insignificant added length gives the opportunity for a longer and more perfect

wi

WOOMEN OP THE WORLD
MKET EVERY FRIDAY
Mora Every Friday Bveufaf
at Kbarp.
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER
14. F.
S
E. TV. Moore, C C.
T. R. Phillips, tTerk.
1 Went Lid A venae.
VISIT! NO SOVERFjaHS WELi- -

r

(OMR

V

You can make your own plans and build your house as you see 'Jit evenings and holidays, and finally own the house and lot on payments LESS
THAN YOU ARE NOW PAYING FOR RENT. You can employ some one
to buiid your house and then rent the place for ENOUGH TO PAY YOUR
INSTALLMENTS. If you,are not married you can join with some other fellow and keep bachelor nail.

im-car-

Thi la Worth Heading.
loo F. Zellnskl, of 68 Gibson St..
Buffalo, N. Y., says: "I cured the
tost annoying cold sore I ever had,
with Bucklen'o Arnica Salve. I ap
plied this salve once a day for two
days, when every trace of the sore
was gone." Heals all sores, sola un
der guarantee at all druggists. 25c

No Taxes.

Balance $10 a Month.

u

Medicine That is Medicine.
"I have suffered a good deal with
malaria and stomach complaints, but
I have now found a remedy that
keeDS me well, and that remedy Is
Electric Bitters: a medicine that is
medicine for stomach and liver troubles, and for run down conditions,"
aava W. C. Klestler. of Halllday. Ark.
Electric Bitters purify aad enrich thet
blood, tone up the nerves, and
vlaor and energy to the
Tour money will be refunded If
fails to help you. SOc at all druggists.
Tt la not snit ma nay tor advertls-rna but what advertising PATo
TOU. that makes It valuable. Oar
rates are lowest for equal eerrtee.

Until
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VELVET SKIN LOTION
Clears the Skin Quickly

SmS

$1.00 a Bottle

'
V

AILEEN BERG

COM VAS V.
Kl KKN St'll M
W. (Vntral Avenue

tA'l

1:113

w lu.liwilf

EL PASO, TEX.
J'iione

ill.

I

Thin IViparaiiixl is sold in
querque at the I'amiart.

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE,

COMMERCE
BANK
OF
N
ALBUQUERQUE.

M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
orrterm 9 and director

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S. STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
,W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwe I,

Albnqnerqne Foundry and Machia; Works
R. P. HAU rropsaens.
Palleys, Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Ira FrM
Buildings.
Iran ana Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumbar Cars; SUsfrt
Bpsciargy.
Repair of Mining and Mill Machinery
Foundry Bast Bids of Kailroad Tracks.
AlboqwerqaM, X.

THE

STORY

OF

"The Vacant House"
OR FURNISHED

ROOM

If told in our want columns will
quickly bring you a tenant
We will tell the story for

ou

One time for 25 cents
Three times for 35 cents
Six times for 50 cents
We assure you that your story

Write for FREE Nooklet on Buc"
cessful Home Treatment of the skin.

--

IKt- -

Good Cough Medicine iot Children.
The season for coughs and colds i
now at hand and too much care can
not be used to protect the children.
A child Is much more likely to contract diphtheria or scarlet fever when
he Iras a cold. The qnulcker you cure
his cold the less the risk. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is the sole
reliance of many mothers, and few of
those who have tried It are willing
to use any other. Mrs. F. F. Starcher,
of Ripley, W. Va., says: "I have never used anything other than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for my children and It has always given good
satisfaction."
This remedy contains
no opium or other narcotic and may
be given as confidently to a child as
to an adult For sale by all druggists.

Look Better

-

"The beverage for all seasons. Especially is "Blatz'
recommended to those who need and desire its
health inspiring properties. The Blatz process of
bringing out" the hop bitters gives to these beers its
wonderful tonic feature. The Malt is nourishing.

Good beef might .traoat
e considered a Umily tu
ple, to universally hat a
become recognized in

.

explosion of the charge from the fortified breech of the gun. It has been
demonstrated that, although dynamite might be placed behind tha new
shell and could project It further
than 9,000 yards, the explosion of
dynamite ia instantaneous and would
annihilate the gun Itself.
Therefore, the powder to be used Is
one of progressive detonation for a
final enormous explosion.
The proexplosion, alcess of progressive
though Infinitely small In point of
time, Is made tremendously more effective by having this five feet more
to travel before It ejects the terrific
shell from the muzzle.
The navy department has under
consideration a plan which will bring
to an actual teat what the shell from
gun will do to the best
a twelve-Inc- h
armor at a distance of 8,000 yards.
Experts are now at work on a scheme
by which some ship armored like the
best modern battleships shall be
made the target for this supreme test
of gun power and precision In firing.
The officers who are mapping out the
program decline to say whether the
test will take place on the Atlantic
or Paclfto coast. It ia regarded as
the most valuable undertakings of
this government in all Its naval history. As in the case of tests against
the armor of the monitor the actual
result will not be disclosed.

Albu-

will be read and your want gratified, for we are gelting goo J results for scores of people daily.
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ATTENTION

Is admitted. Into th" union as provided In this act the senators and
representatives
hU be entitled to be
admitted to seats In Congress and tn
jail rights and privileges of senators
'and representatives of other states In
jthe Congress of the United States;
'and the officers of the (tatp govern-- I
ment formal 'In i;nruff-c- c
of said
(Continued from Page One.)
(constitution, as provided by the con
stitutional convention, shall proWil
supreme court of the United States to to exercise all the functions of state,
the circuit or district court hereby officers; and all laws In force made
rstablished within the said state, or to by said territory at the time of Its
We arc fust In receipt of a Carload of
the supreme court of such state, as admission into the union shall fee In
the nature of the case may require. force In said state, except as modified
are now prepared to fill your orders for
And the circuit, district and state or changed by this act or by the con
stltutlon of the state; and the laws of
courts herein named shall, respectively, be the successor of the supreme the United States shall hnve the same
court of the territory as to all such force and effect within the said state
cases arising within the limits em- - as e'sewhere within the United Stated,
oft Kec. 18. That the sum of one hun-suc- h
braced within the Jurisdiction
courts, respectively, with full dred and fifty thousand dollars, or so
power to proceed with tha same and much thereof as may be necessary. Is
award mesne or nnai process here- - hereby appropriated, out of any mon-Iand that from all Judgments and; ey In the treasury not otherwise
of the supreme court of the propriated, for defraying the expenses
territory mentioned ln this act, in of said election and convention pro-an- y
cu.-arising within the limits of vlded for ln this act and for the pay-th- e
proposed state prior to admission ment of the members thereof, under
the parties to such Judgment shall the same rules and regulations and
have the same right to prosecute ap- at the same rates as are now provided
peals and writ of error to the su- by law for the payment of the ter
preme court of the United States or rltorial legislature and the expenses
the circuit court of appeals as they thereof.
nhai; have by law prior to the admis
Sec.' 19. That all acts or part of jmxymrmomrmomjmjmomomamomwomoa
sion of said state into the union, and acts In conflict with the provisions
of this act, whether passed by the
as ln other states of the union.
.Sec. 18. That in respect
to all legislature of said territory or by Con- 5.75; packers and butchers $5.80(6)
5.70; light $5.00fi 6.40; pigs $4,009
cases, proceedings, and matters now gress, are hereby repealed.
5.00.
Vending In the supreme or district
Sheep receipts 10,000. 10 cents lowcourt of the tald territory at the
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
er. Muttons $4.00M.90; lambs $4.50
time of the udniliMlon Into the union
r(f65; range wethers $3.755.65;
of said state and arising within the
ted ewes $2.15 r 4.40.
limits of such state, whereof the circuit or district courts by this act esSt. Louis Wool,
THE MAZE,
tablished might have had Jurisdiction
ft. Louis. Dec. 14. Wool firm. Ter- Is showing one
of the very best asunder the laws of the United State ritory and western mediums, 17 Si 21c; sortments
of holiday goods to be
had such court existed at the time fine mediums, 15 17c; fine. 12 14c.
found In town.
of the commencement of such cases,
Iron wagons, ln five sizes, rangThe MftaK
nd district courts,
the said circuit
$2.60
ing from $1 to
Iye ad
easy,
New York, Dec.
14.
respectively, shall bo the successors
16c
of said supreme and district courts of $4.22', i 4.25; copper esy 14. V if Red hay carts
65c
Metal tray wheelbarrows
aid territory; and in respect to all 14 V4; silver 48 c.
Doll buggies, ranging from 40c
other cases, proceedings,, and matters
$1.60
to
.Money.
pending in the supreme Or district
New York, Dec.
on Never tip, rubber tired sulkies $1.50
Money
14.
courts of the said territory at the
per cent; prime Passenger trains, from 30c to... $3. 00
time of the admission of such terri- call, firm 2V4tt3Va
Hand sewing machines ......... $1.75
tory Into the union, arising within mercantile paper, 4iy4H per cent.
Toy violins, from 35c to. . . , . .$1.50
the limits of said state, the courts esDrums, 15c and
....35c
tablished by such state shall, respect- Amalgamated Stocks.
target rifles, $2.25 and.. $3. 00
82
Copper
ively, be the successors of said
single
Stevens
barrel
97
and district territorial courts; Atchison
$6.00
shotguns
102 4
pfd
and all the files, record?, Indictments New
shotguns $15.00
Gordon double-barr120
Central
York
any
such
and proceedings relating to
An Al sewing machine ... .i. .. $20.00
.130
cases shall be transferred to such cir- Pennsylvania . .
We want a few more extra salesSouthern
.120
Pacific
recuit, district and state courts,
ladies.
. . .
Union
.182
Pacilic
prospectively, and the same shall be
VM. KIKK.K,
64
ceeded with therein in due course of U. S. Steel
211 South First Street.
pfd
.122
law; but no writ, action, indictment,
cause, or proceeding now pending, or
A SMAMi PAYMTCNT DOWN ANI
ClilrHft-IJventock.
$1 A WEEK.
that prior to the admission of the
Chicago, Dec. 14. Receipts 33.000.
state shall be pending, in any terri Generally ten cents lower. Beeves
That Is tlie way you oun buy a Victorial court in said territory Bhall 3.40ft7.60;
oeoeo4KMcx$oeoK3citK3tooo
Texans
$3.35 4.25; tor Talking Machine or an RriiHon
have It delivered
abate by the admission of such state western $2.25515.50;
and Plionograph, and Ijraniaivf
stockers
Lrnde-niann'fl
&
Into the union, but the same shall be feeders $2.60 fi 4.75; cows and heifers Christ iiwtM from
mnxio store, flail and hear
transferred and proceeded with ln the $1.50t4.80; calves $6.008 25.
THE
proper United States circuit, district,
Sheep receipts 43,000. 10 to 20c 1 vein. 206 Went Gold Ave.
or state court, as the case may De: lower. Western $2.50if 4.60; yearlings
14
TV
DAYS
CTTRFm
TO
PTt.rS
Provided, however. That ln all civil $4.00 4.90; lambs $4.60 7.30.
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed in
in
action, causes and proceedings
WHOLESALE
care any case of Itching. Blind, Bleedwhich the United States Is not a.
Ijlventock.
Kansus City
In to 14 dv
Protruding
or
Pllea
ing
'
shall not be made to the
Kansas City, Dec. 14. Cattle reROe
circuit and district courts of the Unl-e- d ceipts 25.000 Steady to 10c lower. or money refunded
Lumber, Glass, Cement
State except upon cause shown by Southern steers $3.4035.50; southern A SMiAIjI.1 payjutcnt
down
and
written request of one of the parties cows $2.25 (fi 4.00; stockers and feed$1 A week.
and Marqwtrr
to such action or proceeding fljed In ers $3.00i7r4.90;
bulls $2.40 4.00;
That In the way you can buy a Vio- - j
the proper court; and In the absence calves $3.50 fi 7.00;
western
steevs
Edlwvn
Talking
or
an
Machine
tor
of such request such cases shall be $3.75 f; 5.50; western steers
$3.75
Phonoirraplt, and have it delivered.
proceeded with In the proper state 5.50; western cows $2.50 (ft 4.150.
Chrlsftniaa front Icamard & IJnde-tnann- 'g
'
courts.
Hog receipts 11,000. Steady. Bulk
musla store. Call and hear
See. 17. That the constitutional of sales $5;i0 ji 5.eSf heavy
$5.60a tliem. 209-WGtold Ave.
convention shall by ordinance pn-vld- e
for the election of oficers for a
full state government, also all county
and precinct officers. Including mem
bers of the legislature and representatives 1n Congrtes, at the time for
the election for the ratification or reINCOR-OR- A
TED
jection of the constitution;; but the
government
ln
state
shall remain
abeyance until the state shall be admitted into the union as proposed by
this act. In cane the constitution of
said state shall be ratified by the people, but not otherwise, the legislature
thereof may assemble, organize and
elect two senators of the United
States In the manner now prescribed
by the laws of the United States; and
the governor and secretary of state

IMYJEKFIIS
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ICS S. Second

Barnett Building

We are Ready for the Holidays
ARE YOU?
ORRYlNG what to buy htm" for Christmas? You
just can't tell what would be suitable and what ' will
be appreciated? Don't worry.
Come to this store and we will gladly aid you in your holiday planning. We know how.
We hare studied this for years.
Among the hundreds f things appropriate for Xmas gifts
you will be sure to find here the very thing needed.
y
All reasonably priced, too; very reasonable.
prices predominate now. 'Tis because we're going to remove to larger quarters by the first of the year.
Hence our
stock must be reduced to a minimum. 'Twill pay ) ou to do
your Holiday shopping at FRIEDBERG'S.
t
After-Holida-

A Few Suggestions in This Limited Space
More when you vlit this store
Handkerchiefs Kill Gloves, $1. to $2. t'mbreJIa
I5e to 85c Snnpenden 25o to $1.50
:1.50 to $7..Q
Bilk Ilandkrrrhk U . . . Fancy Vests $1 to $7.50 Collar flags Si to ft:t
S5c to S2.S0 Pajaman $1.50 to $5.00 Null Cases $1.50 to $15
Silk Keefer
NIrIiI Holies
Satchels $1.23 lo $13
. . .&0o to $3.00
$1JS0 to $2.00
Linen

Iri Protestors
7!i to
to

$3 to
Trunks
Smoking Jackets
$4.00 to $7.50 Watch Fob
25o to $,50
Mnfnrrn T5c
2.0
. .
Neekwear 25o to $1 25 llnth Hones
WtUh Chain
$3.50
$7.50
to
$1.30 to $3.00
Enney Hose 20c to 7e
Sweaters 75o to $3.00 Cuff Milks 50e to $3.00
Kl k Hose $1.25 to $1.50
"WurwIcrhOHe"
box. 1- Sweater Coats
Men's Stills $12 to $23
$1.00
75c to $4.00 Hoys' Suito $12 to $20
pairs for
$23

$2.00

Cravenette Coats, Si 5, $18, $20 and $22

SO

HUNTERS!
Ammunitionand
9

Shot Gun Shells

1

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

n;

es

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT AND GET OUR PRICES

hardware

Mcintosh

See What a

Fine

Saddle i
we have

Standard

Plumbing and
Heating Co.
it

ni

Liquor Company

61

Ml

4
1
1

fff ff ww f f T?f

IT

CONSOLIDATED

SATISFAHION

Successors' to Mellnl a Baktn
and Baeheeal a Olomt
'YHOI1BSAL1K DEALERS IN

,J

WINES, LIQUORS

and

Kinds if Groceries and liquors
Imported and lomestic

Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
Liquor by the Gallon or Bottle.'
Family Trade Solicited

COMPANY

LIQUOR

CIGARS

!

-

GUARANTIED

Call Phone or Bond for Solicitor.

PHONE 1029

W't handle everything In our line.
TTrlte for Illustrated Catalogue and
X3

COLUMBUS
:

HOTEL
Catraw

209 8. rirat St.
MEALS

AND

:?

mnd Gold

Excellent Service
Particular peop.e have been
pleased with Columbus Meals for
many years. Have you tried them?

Coma in the. eating's fine

Harm

X

214

.

.

&

CO,

N. Second St

(

AND RETAIL
and Rex Fllntkot

Rodin.
Albtrqoerqoe, New Mexico

I

et

KELLY

& COMPANY

Plumber

ALBUQUERQUE,

"T

706 West Central Ave.

Phone 1020

t--I

12- -

and

TallAkind1

T

O

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

$250,000

9omumcm:jmx)mi.m.m acymtjm.momo

m

of Second Hand Clothing.

Hot

Merry Christmas

Goods called for and delivered.
121 N. Third St.
Telephone 111.
;

OP--

ALIiUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Suggestions for "Him"
H;sriT

I'XDEnWEAll

OVKRCOAT
RAIN' COAT

II AN DK EKCIUKFS
IKHBK CXAT

BATH HOBi:
NIGHT KOBE

Kl'Sl'EXDKKS
I'MIUtKIiLA

Wliat to give 1U.M for Cliritrtiims la ft problem we solve vmnf
a day.
Our stare being licddquarters for Men's tilings, the question la
very eaxlly tuuivvered.
or nitii, both okl and young, great and small,
we've Ideal (rifts Just tlte sort of gifts that will be appreciated Uiei ...
most, after tlirlMtuiaa la over.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

e

-

Iron Clad

Express Wagons

SlUHTS
GliOVES
HOSIERY
MVFEL.ER
TIES, ETC., ETC.

time

New Shipment Just Received.
At LctV Prices

M

Sizes

1-

S, F. RAILROAD CO.

From our

stjrk of Men's excellent
and

Headwcar
correct
choice Haberdashery the mast appropriate Christmas gifts. It Is possible
can be chosen.
to ma'-.eGarnu-nts- ,

HEOHT Of CONDITION

M.

mll

THE FIRST NATIONAL BA.NK

DEPOSITORY A. T.

7Y.

Albuquerque and Las Vegas

H. COHEN

All Work Guaranteed.
Cleaning and Pressing and Steam Work
of all Hindi at Reasonable Prices.

in Enamel bathroom Fixtures.

Bank

GROCERS

Buy

PLUMBINO. HEATING, GAS AND STEAM FITTING

First Rational

WHOLESALE.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

. H. COX. The
Lattst things

KOHBtR

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

1

GROSS

HOMri COOKING

LUNCHES

No Fancy Price

J.

'

RESTAURANT

i

Christmas.

I

4

WHITE HOUSE

Special Sale on Carriages,
Saddles, Lap Robes aid
Horsi Blankets until'

3

Firtt

lamed to dealers only.
Telephone IsS.
iRNKR FIRST AND fcOPPElU- -

LK

Price

rr!t.

.

Copper and Third

rtfli

vtCJiirui

PHONE

and

(

for $ 10:22

j

i

Grocery

X

You Ought to

i

el

Montezuma

co.

RIDING SADDLES

22-c-

lit

DECKMDir 14, iftaa.

of the senators and

MEXICO

NEW

GIVES

m

-

state shall

MONDAY.

NOVEMBER 27TH, 190B

STAR

COASTER

With Brake.

WAGONS

Strong in Construction

,

LIABILITimm

$i .57
39 43
Loans and Discounts
..
49. 8633
Bonds, securities, etc. .
Hanking House nd fixtures. .
30 970 80
1

Gow'nt

Bonos.. $ 333 937

Cash an 1 Ex

Deposits

3

Make your M'leotUnia early, wljle tlie picking

200, 000 00
56,088 33

$

200,000.00
2,669.645.73

1,131,600.00

Cash Resources
Total

Capital
Surplus and Profit
Circulating notes

,.

1,465,

537-S-

"5.

724-0-

$3.

itricww

Is

the beat.

Total

$3,

.25,734.06

Bet-

no barrier to cltootring exactly what you'd

M. MANDELL

o

6

ter now than later.
You'll find our
like to give "lllm."

FINE CLOTHING AND. FURNISHINGS

MINIATURE

FARM

WAGONS

Substantially Made. Not a Mere Toy to be
Thrown Away in a Few Days

RAABE & MAUGER
115-11-

7

N. FIRST STREET

'

'ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN,

!"

MONDAY, PPCTCMnEIt t4.

COLOMBO Theater
Tuesday & Wednesday v
1

EVERYBODY
v

.

lic sentiment so that efforts In that
direction will meet the hearty support of all our people. At the. peo-

ATTEND

A

."fT

PRETTY XMAS PRESENTS
Handsome Hand Painted China
Pieces, Fancy Dinner Sets,
Vases, Cups and Saucers '
"

Beautiful Parlor Lamps, etc.

s

"

"

The Best Christmas

iTfTT

''

"

:

I ABOUT TOWN

fr

themple desire such advantage
selves, their friends and their chil
dren, and fully realise weir import Ma
snce. our city will In a few years be
Helnse'a bulk mustard Richelieu
for the number and charm of
riana fur Improving Highland Park noted
Its parks. The meeting tomorrow grocery.
Dtscoiwed by
Will
Be
night will do much to crystallize such
Auction sale handpalnted china and
1 Lv
ClUscns.
a sentiment and to arouse in the water color pictures at the Woman's
minds of all a purpose to secure such cluo basaar Friday afternoon,
,
han(1 mRde art.cle, at educed
A
.When it was announced some time advantages.
tract J?' ,"
ag4 that the Raynolds-Darde- n
,!h!
Price, this week. Mrs. WIWs, 20S
!r
land to the west of the city; would
West Lead avenue,
Me ailed up and laid out in city iota, service, now fortunately living in our
The
LeBreton is
So"'
attached to thst division of the faj,t
the public was not surprised to learn city,
becoming the place of attraction
headquarters
having
here.
Its
service
would
In
twenty
middle
acres
the
that
detailed by the because they are selling their, goods
be devoted to a public park. The ob and who has been prepare
a grading ' actual coet.
to
ject was not merely to give the city a chief forester plan
All kinds of fancy work at the
for the new and
nearby pleasure resort, but to In- - and .planting
crease the value of the balance of the enlarged park, will be present tomor- - Woman a club bazaar.
give tne people'
o. A. Arpln, representing the Slng-th- e
DroDerty.
The scheme showed that row. night and will
of his knowledge as to the r gewlng Machine company In New
the owners of the tract were wise In best benefit
method of treatment In order Mexico and Southern Colorado, is In
so making their addition to the city
to produce the best effects with the the city from his headquarter at
attractive that there would be a de- expenditure
money.
Trinidad.
mand. ..for the lots offered at a good will be otherof the least featuresThere
and
attractive
rrlce.
A. Bayer arrived yester
residence all nay be assured of an evening of dayWilliam
The most valuable
from Santa Fe, where he has
property In. any city Is found border- pleasure and profit. Kven if one has been spending
the past few weeks on
ing a parhi City life has Its advant- no suggestions to make that he may business. Mr. Bayer acted a assistages and especially in late years ur- think would be of service, the fact of ant secretary of the Irrigation
con- at the meeting will have
ban growth has been one of the mar- his presence'effecting
in
and crystallizing Kress.
vels of the age. It l. however, nat weight
Is
The store of Sollie ft tirBretm Is
with public sentiment. The invitation
ural, for man to be charmed
to all men and women, who fast becoming the place of attrac
extended
delight
in
to
"country
seek
the
and
are selling theli
the charms of natural scenery. For hope for the beautifying of ouf city. tlon because they
goods at actual coet.
thin reason city parks have within
I
John 8. Beaven, the wood end coal
the fast hundred years grown In WANT BATTLEFIELD
! dealer,
among his
is distributing
number and attractive resources. The
friends calendars for the year 1909
reoplp generally were never so much
calendars are of a handsome va
Jntrested In the question of park
MADE INTO PARK The
rlety and the most artistic and expenfacilities as they are today.
sive yet issued.
Tomorrow night at the library
building a public meeting will be held
See the art exhibit by the club
Veterans Ask Congress to Set Aside members at the Woman's club bato discuss the subject of the enlarge(.lorleta field as a National
ment and Improvement of the Highzaar.
land park. The city council has made
Reserve.
iL. C. Bennett, who has been con
an enlargement of that park possible
fined at St. Joseph's sanitarium sev
and the park commission before unIf the wishes of the old soldiers of eral weeks with a severe attack of
dertaking its development seeks the New
Mexico are complied with by typhoid fever, has recovered and will
counsel and advice of those who will the Congress of thJ United States, a resume his position with the Gross
find pleasure and enjoyment In It.
rational park will be made of the bat- Kelly company.
The questions that naturally arise tlefield
of Glorleta. A bill haa been
Charles C. Ayer. who was recently
when the reclamation of that par- Introduced In Congress to that end,
convicted of murder In the third deticular piece of ground Is to be con- and every pressure possible to pass gree,
has gone to his home at Dansidered are not few or, specially easy it will be brought to bear.
ville, Fla
to remain until an apThe laws governing
of solution.
bill was Introduced a year ago peal to the supreme court for a new
landscape gardening are not fully un- by The
Delegate Andrews at request of the trial shall be made.
derstood by all nor is there altogethencampment of 1907, held
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher Bulllngton
er a unanimity In regard to their na- territorial
no
city,
action was left Saturday
in
for Jersey City, N. J.,
ture and requirements. One prlncl-jl- takenthison It atbut
entime.
the
That
hovever. Is generally well under- campment of 1907 also appointed a with the body of their
stood and that s that all natural feat- committee of Joshua S. Raynolds of daughter, who died several days ago.
The body will be Interred In the famures are to be accentuated and not
Vegas, Governor K. S. Stover of ily
lot at Jersey City cemetery.
Another rule almost al Ls
obliterated.
Q.
Simpson
city
S.
of
and
this
Santa
Isways followed is that the curve being Fe.
Col. A. W. Harris of Rhode
request.
press
tne
these
to
three
the line of beauty, all lines In the This committee will ask the New land, whose mining Interests keep
landscape whether on the plane of Mexico legislature when, U meets on him In New Mexico most of the time,
vision or on other planes, should January 21, to adopt a resolution ask- received a telegram Saturday announcing the serious Illness of Mrs.
avoid the shortest distance between ing Congress to pass the bill.
two points. An equally effective prinHarris. Col. Harris left at once for
morning
this
Stover
said
Governor
ciple Is to place vistas of green grass' that he wrote last night to Delegate the east.
or bordering trees and
fn frames
Buy your Christmas candy at the
asking him to find out the
shrubs, and thus to produce pictures Andrews,
,
club bazaar.
Woman's
believed
he
bill.
said
He
of
fctatua
the
of restful and peaceful quietness that the legislature Would comply
C. T. Brown, the Socorro mining
which soothe the senses and appeal with the wishes o' the olff soldiers In engineer,
la In the city on business.
to the true artistic temperament. As the matter and he could!,' see 'no rea- Mr.,
Brown says that he will begin
lr Ihe erection of an attractive piece son why
the battlefield should not be chipping ore from the Kelly mine In
of architecture, the effect upon the made a national
in memory of the Magdalena district about Decemawakened sensibilities is produced by the veterans who park
fell there,
ber 16. Mr. Brown secured a lease
the skillfulness and taste of the arTheGlorleta battlefield Is near the In October on that part of the Kelly
chitect, so In the disposition of the Glorieta
Pass. The Santa Fe railroad lying east of the Paschal shaft and
elements that make up a park, sat- cuts through
one corner of it About above the fourth level and since that
isfactory results are only produced by 2 BOO troops were
engaged In the bat- time has a large force of men at
the genuine landscape artist;
tle,
federal troop Were Co- work taking out ore.
'
'entering lorado .The
Albuquerque Is only' Vowl
New Mexlpo, end the
New has reached the city of the
upon an era of its " htstbry'' when southernandtroops were from'Texas.
death of C. A. Ament, formerly of
proper attention will probably e paid
Demlng, out lately of Culican, state
to the selection and benfetifyiog of.
'
of Sonora, Mexico. The cause of 'hi
pleasure resorts for the,, popple. Undeath was fever. Mr. Ament will be
most
der these circumstance;. It V-iremembered as a guest of the ' city
Important to arouse and 3lrVct pub
during the Irrigation congress, when
ha acted as a messenger of greeting
from Governor Canedo of Sonora
and also an invitation to hold the
first session of the proposed International Irrigation congress at Culican
Frank Anderson, proprietor of thJ
cafe In the rear of Graham Urn.
Girls
i Ktiys
For Boys
that he believes that Alouquer- -'
querque Is ready for an
restaurant. Mr. Anderson's lda of
an
restaurant is one with
a cake griddle and short order fryer
The Boys' and Girls' prize contest In plain sight of the public and
for $20 in money opened Friday steam table on which luncheon and
afternoon with the close of school for dinner edibles can be kept hot and
thu day. From then to closing time served in view of the public. He proclerks were busy giving out coupons poses in the near future to give Albuto the boys and girls. 'The contestquerque such a restaurant. The
ants got busy at once and by Satur- counter will be built around the steam
day evening 21 coupons had been re- - table and fitted with chairs
with
ce.ived and credited.
The, first prize backs to them.
Mr. Anderson says
Ot
tlutt AlbuU,crque will support such
a restaurant; previous to coming to
OO
Mr. Anderson was head
s;h"ol children, Albuquerque
1 Looks goodwillto thegome
(all hustling chef at'the Metropole hotel at Santu
be
and there
next Thursday ('Btallna Inland, where a large numbetween now and
evening, when the contest closes. No ber of Albuquerque people go every
lurge amounts have' been credited summer for their vacation.
yet, and all who are, willing to hus-tl- e
TOO LATK TO CLASSIFY.
still have a chance to win the big
prize.
WANTED Two Jtrxt clacs bell boys
iN'ow boys and girls get buy. You
at Alvarado hotel.
are bound to get a prize any way, if
IN TOWN.
iu send In but one dollar's worth
t'HKAIMXT
f
of coupons.
To buy toy Is llawtey oil the OwFollowing Is the standing of the ner. W ei an Hiihliig lliem otit at half
-t
contestants up to noon today. Watch I lie regular rir-- t Hundreds to
the paper for this list:
friHii.

1
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Is a selection from our wonderful
showing of Furniture. Such a gift
combines style, quality and highest
utility and one that will give a lifetime-of
service and satisfaction.
ME AKE SHOWING
MorrU Chalre, Rockers, Parlor Pieces
Music Cabinets, Ladles' Desks,
Magazine Racks. Book'
cases, Cellerettes, Sewing and Card
Tables, Sewing
Machines,
Curio
Cabinets, Pictures, Doll Carta, and all
kinds of Furniture for children.
Come and see our display. Our
prices are the lowest.

'

.

Furniture, Draperies.

Carpets

'

AT COST
buy what will
elsewhere cost you 40 or 50 cents. We desire
to close out our crockery line by Jan. 1st to
make room for new hardware stock.

For

JO or J 5 cents you can

Wagner Hardware Co.

Builders'

and

tin
Supplies

Finishers'

The Best

?$

$5.G0 Coal

Is at W. H. Hahn's Coal Yard

FREE BURNING

CLEAN

ECONOMICAL
CmIIop AmNB Lamp Cirrlllot Bltek B$t Aotbrmelt
AJ1 Bizeg for Stoves and Furnaces
Mill Wd St. 80 Lima
Nativ Klndllag ma d Hiattr Cbuaks
--

W. H. HAHN CO.

e,

Corner Fourth St. and Central Ave.

9 I

ALBERT FABER

Rhone 01

'OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1873

L. B. PUTNEY
WHOLESALE

THE

GROCER f

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Z Carries tbe Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries to
ie

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
'

"

X RAILROAD AV5BNW'535"'

ALBUQUERQUE, Jf. M.

i

Paint None
Native and Chicago Lumber, Shcrvrtn-WlllUuiBuUdlnc Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, GUM, Sash, Don,

I

w

tor.

bus,

ate

Bto--

,

-

i

:

423 SOUTH FIRST

J. C. BA.LDRIDGE

ThcC.andA.ComeCos

PRIZE
CONTEST

T0

OJJ

,

and

te

Opens with a Rush

te

Watches Diamonds

Jewelry

silverware

Sales DaUy2:30 arid 7:30 P. M.
.....
Ladies Especially Invited
.

$10

IN GOLD

Two Prizes Given FREE Every Evening

BEDS
115

West Central Ave.'

"MA

Pick out any Article You Want. We iWe Will Put
It up and You Can Buy It at Your: Own Price.

$1.00

Glenn Emmons
Colt Harthno
Josle May Burt
Kalph Meyers
Knymond Fulcher

.

1.00

.90
0
5

.55

'HIUSTMAS TOYS AT IIAIJ-'Hoy your Oirislmas toy, aulos,
.50
5" wixst and iix'tal toys, dolln anil all
S
kind uf toy, at lutlf prlt-e- , of Ilaw-le- y
'
on tin CiiniiT,

Arthur

'

'

'

'.

V

,

Mil Goods Guaranteed

as Represented

FOIt HUM.
Horses, cows, burros, mules, sheep
or any livestock, at 200 North

i) ft

..

Central Ave.

ALL THE WAY UP

; .'. . .
Sanfonl Helghes
Dickenson
MIkh Trulla Thomas
Meryl Smith
40
H. Douglas
4
A. IiriMiON.
GLASS
36 WIMOW
.
Alexander
35
Richard David
received,
shipment
one
of rock25
Just
Forrestlen Kpynolds
25 ers for the holiday trade, with others
Kthel M. Goff
25 to follow. Don't fall to see them beLid din Apoduca
Select now and we
2' fore purchasing.
Harold Hook
'.
15 will keep them until Christmas.
Joe Langer
10
Furniture company, west end
Joseph ltosenback
10 of viaduct.
Henry Dodd
o
"all at the store
tickets and
A.
GIiAKS
look at the beautiful prizes we ate WIMMW
going to give away.

"THE MAN YOU CMf TRUST '
Albuquerque, New Mexico
118 Weit Central Ave.

ee

From the foundation to

tike shingle on the root, w rm aeU.
tng Building Material Cheaper than yon have boughs for
many years. (Save at leat 25 per cent and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material

tr

PHONE 8.

t

Lumber Co.

OOltNEH THIRD AND MAKQUKTTE.

IinSV

A KMAIjIj

The C. & A. Coffee Co

DOWN

ft A WKKK.
tho way yoat un

AXI

buy a Vicor an lilison
Before buying call and aee our I'st Hioitograpli, aiUl have it delivered
Prices 85 to $5,000.
li iiiui- - from litrnard A Mnile.
of revlrt-ice- s.
natiui's muxlo store, (lull and lieur
Vacant lots for , sale. John Borra-dallWent Gold Ave.
Ux'iii. 2
corner Third und Gold.

That is
tor 'I'ulUing

107 South Second street.

e,

Ma.-lilii-

EASY

MONEY

i
t

THE BENNETT CURIO CO.
US West

"
e

..

m

Fu-trel- ls

ROSENFIELD

-

.

50

Wm.

.

Formerly 109 N. First St.

.

se-lei-

.'

,; ay.

is

f

'

Always has been the cheapest place to buy Indian and Mexican gobdav
We have a very large stock on hand suitable for the holidays, with price
lower than ever before.
Times have been hard with all of us this year, but prospects are good
for the future, Tou have' friends you want to remember, but want to make
your money go as far as possible, and we will assist you all we can. We
have selected an assortment of goods that no one would hesitate la sending
to their best friends; they can' be sent without fear of criticism or danger of
damage or breakage in transit, and best of all, we have CUT THE) PRICES
JUST ABOUT IN HALF, as quoted below:
Navajo Blankets, regular price, $18 and 110, cut to.,.,.
...$10 and $11
Navajo Cushion Tops, regular prloe, $1.25. cut to i4
,i4
.....7ft
Navajo Looms, regular price 7B, cut to
.
Me
Genuine Mexican Handmade Zarapas, size 42x90; make handsome por- tleres or couch covers, regular price $15, out to.
. . .. . . .
I
uenuine Mexican zarapas, size zxQ, the prettiest you ever saw, regu- ,
lar price, $22, cut to.....
$12.M
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Table Covers, 6 feet square, guaranteed hand made Hnd all linen, regular price $3 0. cut. to.
, ....$ia
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Lunch Cloths, IS Inches square, guaranteed all ilnen, regular price $1.76, cut to
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Shirt Waist Patterns, complete, regular
price, $8. cut to
...,.$3.M
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Handkerchiefs, regular price, 60c, cat to..tS
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Collars, regular price 25c, cut to..
is
Indian Braceleta, Mexican Filigree Jewelry In gold and silver; native gems,
such s Garnets, ToDas, Turquoise, Leather Goods, Japanese Goods, and
everything In the novelty line, all to be sold at hard time prices. Store
open every evening until It p. m.

.

Q Vaw

CURIO STORE

The rapid Increase in oar tMudnee
due to good work and fair treat
tneut of our patrons, tlnbbe Uan.
Is

If you have any furniture, horses,
o
bugglee or anything elae to sell, list
We clean ruga and draperies
them with J. F. Palmer, the auctionby
eer. Office and sales roosas, 115 vacuum system. Duke City. Hatter
wr.d Cleaners.
South Second street.
Phone

r

t

rAOB

KLBTTQUEKQUB

gkX.

ROAD

BUILDING

t

Mm

THE GOVERNOR

You Cannot Dfpend Absolutely
upon rou

HIS

REPORT

INCIDERT
There

io.

MONPAY, lnTKMBKn 14,

states and territories new populaeffective, not at alt to be desired. tonnage of those two amounting high
tion. Conservatively, 21,000 of these
In fact it was estimated that under in the millions. Neither did It Inpresent conditions a road such as Is clude any figures for forest or mine
entries were made by Immigrants, Indicating at a conservative estimate an
the Applan Way would cost at least products, nor for those things which
(200.000 a mile to build. After the go In wagons from the cities back to
Increase in population from this one
source of 100.000. This Includes no
fall of Rome road building became a the country districts. Were all those
part of the thousands of people who
lost art. In "Merry England," It Is Included, one may easily see what a
namMonr
true authorities had passed laws that vast annual saving would be made.
have gone to build
the thriving
The chances are that four or Ave months after you pay
along certain highways "hedges In As It Is, however, of the figures quoted
town and Tillages In the new reg
a bill, you forget about It Suppose that same bill
Ions being developed by the homewhich wicked men might lurk," were above at a saving of 18 cents per ton
should b presented to you possibly you could rememordered cut, but that was about all mile, the cash benefit to the farmers
steaders. This Increase in the towns
ber about paying It; but nine out of every dosen bills yon
and settlements is shown by the rec
the consideration given to the roada would be 158.900,000.
pay, you forget about In six months. Some you could not
Beyond that, however, the Interords of the postofflce department,
Louis XIV. awakened to road nerecall after six weeks. Pay all bills by check: ills Tour
which, according to the April Postal
cessities, and demanded that the state commerce commission has aschecks. Sir years afterward you can turn to tho checks,
Guide, show a greater Increase In new
and, sembled other freight figures, a most
roads of France be bettered,
If necessary, and produce Indisputable ovldenco for evpostoffices In New Mexico, In propor
under the administration of Colbert, conservative estimate and most libery bill paid.
deductions from their figures
tlon to population than in any other
the famous comptroller of France, eral
250,000,000 Shows Great Progress In the state or territory.
We will be pleased to explain other advantages of tbe
These figures,
15.000 miles of hard roads were con tending to prove that
checking account to you.
moreover, take no account of tho
structed, this movement beginning In pounds are annually hauled. By the
very considerable increase in popula
Territory, an Argument
1661. A most brutal and unjust bur same method of figuring as that adopt,
would
tlon of the Irrigated farming districts,
den was placed upon the peasantry of ed above, the hauling of this
in a saving of about $305,000,-09- 0
For Statehood.
in several of which, as In certain sec
France to bring about this movement, resulta year.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
appear
so
It
that
would
Hons of tile Pecos valley and 1n San
for It was done under the feudal cor
annually
sum
not
a
be
vast
should
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
200,000
vee, or forced labor system, the poor
county, population has more
juan
Washington, Dec. 14. The annual than doubled within the two years,
people simply being driven to the thrown away, simply because those
report
responsible
appropriations
George
of
of
for
Curry
Governor
of
An
Immediately
roads and made to do the work with money
further Increase,
to construct roads cannot be New Mexico was made public here greater than any heretofore, may be
out pay.
brought
today
a
by
to
secretary
realization
of
tre
their
the
of
the
interior.
saAsVsasaAsMAoMsaAsaaVsaaAsaasAAAAAX
expected because of the completion
To one of the greatest men of his
Importance. The time for an The report Is brief but It contains i not only of
government reclamation
tory, the first Napoleon, credit must mendous
quicker comprehensive summary of the prog projects, 'out of private Irrigation en 000 five per cent and $440,000 four enrolled In 1906. New Mexico's perreally go for the present wonderful awakening Is here, and the
the greater the reus of the territory, which makes terprises, a number of which, reclaim- per cent territorial bonds sold In the cent on this Item Is low, because wo
system of French roads In fact, for the awakening occurs,
enjoy.
perhaps the best argument for state- ing areas of from 20,000 to 15.000 past sixty days.
enumerate for school purposes all
the roada of civilisation, for to a great ttneflt the farmer will
hood that could be made.
acres, are now practically ready for
The outstanding bonded debt at this children from 5 to 21 years of age.
extent those of Germany, England
Governor
Curry
recommends that use. It may be concluded conserva time is $788,000, which is compara- Only seven states enumerate children
and other countries are copied after "fHE CLANSMAN'S" HISTORY the Carey act, relating
to public tively that the total increase In pop tively small, taking Into consideration of so wide a range of ages Texas, for
the French system. It was Napoleon's
be
lands
to
New Mexico; he ulatloh during the past two years has the rapid Increase In population and instance, enumerates children from
extended
Idea that no nation could take rank
asks for the creation of a seventh Ju- exceeded 100,000.
wealth. Taxes due the territory are to 18.
as a great military power without
Play to dicial district and makes recommenOf the 683 teachers engaged In ruWhile the greatest 'nflux of Immi- promptly remitted by the county
roads over which armies could be Sketch of. Tills Remarkable
dations
for several changes In admin- gration has been to the
Uie Fir
lie Keen Here
dry treasures, and Judging by the per ral schools up to January 15, 1968,
quickly moved from point to point.
istration. His report in part is as fol- farming districts in the eastern and centage of taxes paid in, as compared 170 held special permits, 193 third
Time.
With that In view, he built many
lows:
northeastern tier of counties, the new with that of past years, It Is evident grade certificates; .156 second grade
roads through the empire, the great
The enterprise of the Elks' theater Executive Office, Santa Fe, N. M., population has been fairly evenly dis- that the system
Inaugurated
one over the Slmplon Pass, which was
anJ life certificates, 134 first grade cerSeptember
16, 1908.
tributed, as entries among the land carefully supervised by the territorial tificates; 4 8 year professional certiobegun In 1800 and finished in 1806, management In securing "The ClansSir: I TiaVe the honor to submit offices and as shown by individual traveling auditor has done much to- rates, 18
professional cerbeing still considered one of the great- man" for tonight Is to be commendprofessional certificates. All
is the most herewith my annual report on the ter- reports from the several counties, San ward bringing about fair assessments tificates,
est of all feats in road building. It ed. "The Clansman"
was at this time that Tresauget came talked of play ever produced in the ritory of New Mexico for the fiscal Juan county, for example, lying In and prompt payment of territorial certificates above
a county third
grade are of a standard equivalent
to the fore. Future generations will United States, and after its whirlwind year ended June 30, 1908.
northwest New Mexico, has had an In taxes Into the treasury.
iieneral Conditions,
to those in the state. Tbe average
crease during the past twelve months
give credit to Tresauget as the real record of the past three seasons, there
Territorial I.and.
The past year has been one of un- of a little more than 1,000 people, all
originator of the modern
will be keen anxiety to see It here.
During the past year the commis salary paid teachers In rural schools
highway. His first treatise on
"The Clansman" for the first time usual growth and prosperity in this of whom have gone to Irrigated lands, sioner of public lands of th.s tcrrltoiy Is $51.48 (for the United States In
broken stone roada brought superb told the story of how the south through territory. Taking It as a whole, from giving this county a population
of has devoted much of his time to hav- 1906 the average salary was $69.04).
results. In that he set forth the mar- the agency of the Ku Klux Klan, re- north to south and from east to west, 6,000 as against less than 4.000 in ing school sections 16 and 86 prop- In cities and towns the average salary
improvement hai 1906. Returns from a primary elec erly appraised with a view to leasing paid Is $68.20, ranging from $66.87
velous system which maintains in covered Its liberties and kept pure its the growth and
France today. That system involves Anglo-Saxo- n
civilisation after the never before been duplicated in the tion of one of the two great parties, them to better advantage, and the at Las Vegas to $82.14 at Gallup. Tbo
daily reports by Inspectors of every Civil war. As was fitting, It was first history of New Mexico.
in Roosevelt county, on the eastern present time an excellent income for enrollment in cities and towns during
New lines of railroad are being border. In June, 1908, showed more the benefit
the first half year was 8.4 97 English
yard of national road throughout the played In the south, Its birthplace,
of the public schools is speaking
2,780
children,
Spanish
country. This whole system is under and achieved a hurricane success. built Into undeveloped coal fields, rich than 3,000 votes, as against about being derived from these lands.
speaking children, 78 negroes, a total
the supervision of an inspector genThe north must see It The north mining districts, and timber regions, 900 votes cast at the primary of the
Practically
all
the
balance
the
of
In
eral of bridges and highways, who Is must see It!" was asserted by soutn- - and through farming sections, 'cring- same party in June, 106. The pop territorial land is being leased to of 11,356, with 1,863 additional
responsible for every mile. His army ern newspapers and stateman.
county. now stockmen and a very good revenue is private and sectarian schools (cenAnd ing in thousands of settlers and has- ulation of Roosevelt
sus 19,101).
of assistants see to it that ditches are meantime northern croaker howled: tening the development of the ter- roughly estimated at 30,000, has coming In from same.
During the past year the departkept open, holes and ruts filled, sand The north won't stand for it! The ritory In general.
grown from about 800 In 1903, when
only
two
There
or
been
three
have
ment of education has published an
Mercantile and banking pursuits the county was created.
and earth removed after rains, that north will boycott it!" Manager Geo.
160-acsales
public
of
tracts
laad
of
the trees and bushes are trimmed, H. Brennan accepted the challenge have kept pace with the growth In all
Reports to the territorial bureau of during the past year. The territory is Institute course of study of 180 pages
and that the surface of the road Is presenting "The Clansman" in New other branches of business. Seven- Immigration from the Immigration not anxious to sell these lands, for for 1907, a Flag day program of 40
pages for 1908, and 15 new circulars
so maintained that a single horse may York City beginning January 8. 1906. teen new banks, nine national and departments of the transcontinental
their value is steadily Increasing from and blank
forms for systematizing reat any time cover eighteen miles of The success of the New York run was eight territorial, have been establish- railroads entering New Mexico are year
year.
to
ports. Manuscripts are now being
rofld, dragging behind him with ease normous. Five distinct and separate ed during the past year.
of Interest. The Rock Island system
lieu-lan- d
Congress
At
the
last
the
weight which a dozen yoke of oxen engagements had to be played in New
The development of the coal min- during the twelve months sold 4,799 bill, a most excellent measure, be prepared for an Institute manual of
200 pages for 1908, a common school
could not haul through many miles York the first season, and an equal ing Industry has increased
corres- round-tri- p
homeeeekers' tickets to came law, whereby the territory of course
of study of 200 pages, and the
of the boggy quagmire which In the number the second and third seasons. pondingly. It is estimated that dur- points on Its lines In New Mexico as New Mexico
Is- allowed to select school
south and southwestern portions of An
run at McVlcker's ing the past year the coal mines of against 2 218 such tickets during the lands in lieu of all the sections 16 first general elaborate report of the
territorial board of education a volour country are called public high theater, Chicago, and capacity en New Mexico have produced 2,630,000 previous year. Mr. C. B. Schmidt, In and 36
embraced in land grants and ume of 400 pages to be well Illustratways.
gagements and reengagements in St. tons of coal at an average selling dustrial commissioner of this system, reservations.
give
to
will
This
the
and bound.
If America Is to maintain rank as Louis, Washington, Baltimore, Kan- price at the mine on board cars of estimates that 2,000 additional home- - territory for the use of Its public edThe
year Just closed has been the
the leading nation of tha vorld, there sas City and other large cities have $1.60 per ton, and 225,000 tons of seekers' tickets were sold to New schools about 960,000 acres, and it Is
Is work for highway engineers,
and marked the three years of the play coke at an average selling price of $4 Mexico points from points on the beig selected as rapidly as suitable J banner year for the territorial educational Institutions.
per ton.
the time is short.
Frisco system and that probably d,- - m no.
in the north.
oe locaieu. wnen, mereiore,
IteconunendaUona.
The lumber- - mills In New Mexico 000 additional homeseekers were car- New can
But it is not only sentiment that
The heroes of "The Clansman" are
Mexico enters the union as a
earnestly recommend the passage
should promote the construction and of course of the Ku Klux, In car- - have during the past year produced ried on other classes of tickets, a to- state, the lands thus granted by Con of Ithe
law extending the provisions of
the maintenance of public highways ticular their gallant leader, young an average of 800,000 feet per day. tal of almost 8,000 for this one sys gress will be of inestimable value In the Carey
act to the territory of New
It is conservatively estimated that tem. How much of this total has re aiding and building up our public Mexico.
throughout the length and breadth of Ben Cameron, who Is In love with the
This measure has passed tho
this country; there are told dollar daughter of a northern abolitionist the wealth of the territory has dur- mained, the report does not under school system.
house and is now before the senate.
reasons. Poor roads ImpoBe an un- but who refuses to give up the secret ing the past year Increased not less take to say, but Mr. Schmidt considDuring the fiscal year ending June
The bill providing for a seventh Junecessary financial burden not only order even to win her. Among the than $25,000,000, and the indications ers a very large proportion of It to 30, 1908, 362 leases of common school dicial
has
upon those, who moat constantly use striking scenes of the play are the are that 'the coming year will show have been permanently located. Mr, lands have netted the school fund passed district for New Mexico
the House and Is now before
C. L. Seagraves, Industrial commisthem, but upon the men and women South Carolina elect n In 1867 when a still greater increase.
Meases
$14,271.67. and 65
of institu- the Senate and the people of this terNever in the history of the terri- sioner of the Santa Fe system, while tional
who consume the products grown In the negroes carried the state by 100,-00- 0
lands have yielded an Income ritory are anxious that it become a
the rural sections and brought to
majority; the auction of Ben tory have better conditions prevailed not supplied with accurate figures, of $10,803.23.
The total Income de- law.
cities and towns by farmers.
Cameron's home for taxes and his ar- so far as law and order are concern- states that Ms system also approxifrom
territorial
rived
lands during
in conclusion I desire to again res'
No more convincing study can be rest by the scalawag white governor; ed than at the present time. No un- mately doubled the number of
this time was $79,468.11.
spectfully request, in the name of the
usual
disturbances
have
in
occurred
tickets
on
sold
to
points
the
dread
convocation of the Ku Klux
the
had than that of the economic waste
2du ration.
people of this territory, that you lend
way of strikes or lawlessness.
Santa Fe In New Mexico over those
placed upon the shoulders
The advancement in school condi your aid and Influence toward securof the In a mountain cave; and the final theNew
Mexico Is to be congratulated sold during the previous year.
85,000.000 people of this land from scene In the home of the mulatto
tions In our territory during the past ing the admission
New Mexico Into
While the territorial bureau of im- year has kept pace with our marvel the Union during of
the aJmost criminally shameful con- Lieutenant Governor Lynch where the upon the high standard maintained
the coming session
dition of 2 000,000 miles of road. Clansmen, headed by Ben, make the in her courts and the satisfactory migration has no means of reaching ous commercial and Industrial growth. of Congress.
Every pound of farm
products negro prisoner and rescue the mis- condition of the business of both the accurate analysis of this immigration, The large Immigration of staunch pioCommittees representing the people
brought from rural sections to thick taken northerner and his beautiful United States district and territorial visits to practically every district at- neers has given strength to educationof New Mexico have, time and time
courts. The records of the six dis tracting homeseekers and careful in- al sentiment. iResults are evident in again
ly populated centers has placed upon daughter.
appeared before congressional
II a fictitious value, because it costs
"The Clansman"
reproduces
not tricts bear gratifying evidence not vestigation show that the immigrants longer school terms, better qualified committees in Washington with cononly
to
the
of
are
character
entirely
almost
wages
the farmer more to transport It than only the tragedy but also the comedy
American born, teachers, higher
for teachers. clusive data as to the territory's
il would cost him were the roads in of the blacks, while the bad negro H the people, (but to the promptness and drawn largely from the settled farm- Improved school buildings, and larger wealth, population, moral and social
passable condition. The price of the set forth as the carpetbaggers' dupe. efficiency with which the business of ing districts of Nebraska and Kan- attendance of children, as well as In ' conditions, data which haa unques'
by the sas, from Oklahoma and Texas, and many other ways.
lamb chop that Madam Brooklyn has On the other hand, the old time chiv- the courts is dispatched
tionably proven that New Mexicans
to a certain extent from the farming
ror breakfast Is based not upon the alry of the southern whites Is shown Judges and the court officers.
During the summer of 1907 the In are entitled to the prlvlVeges of
AmerMineral
Production
of
New
states
Mexico,
east
real value of the unfortunate lamb, at Its best. Such figure as those of
of the Mississippi. Several stitute attendance of teachers was ican citizenship. It has been
Calendar Year 1U07.
but upon the cost of bringing that Dr. Cameron who gave four sons to
of the gulf states have contributed to the largest In the hiBtory of our pub- that we have a population ofshown
over
Quality.
Value. the immigration.
lamb from the western fields to the the Confederacy; Ben, the gallant
Louisiana In par- lic schools. 665 teachers being en- 450,000, which is constantly increas$ 180,284 ticular having sent
Brooklyn breakfast table. The cost young leader, and Nellie Graham Clay products..
a considerable rolled (city teachers exempt.)
On ing; that we have over $300,000,00
2,028,028 number.
of the breakfast roll w ulii be but with her sweet loyalty to an unre- Copper, pounds. 10,140,140
Texas has been the great- January 15. 1908, 205 districts were worth of property in addition to our
trifling did it not cost the farmer who quited love, endear themselves to the Coal, short tons. 2.628.959 3.832.128 est single contributor among the reported as having had no school for almost unlimited resources In the
way
grew the wheat from which the roll hearts of all playgoers. These and the Gold, fine ozs ..
15,964330.000 states.
but. in spite of the heavy the present year, but 28,704 children of coal, timber and fertile lands.
1,927
was made 1.8 cents a bushel more to other characters are In the hands of Lead, short tons
204,262 movement from Texas In the eastern had been enrolled
(15,399
English
The dominant political parties of
Lime, short tons
485
3,866 tier of counties. It still eeems probdraw that wheat from hn farm nine the original capable company
speaking, 13,294 Spanish speaking, the nation have this year inserted
that Mineral
waters,
miles to a railroad station than It cost presented "The Clansman" in the east
able that a majority of the total for 101 negro) and 929 teachers were en- special planks in their platforms,
gal. sold
to carry a bushel of wheat from New including Franklin Ritchie, Eugenie
65,800
9,120 the year has been from the northern gaged in their Instruction
(685 In pledging themselves to the paasago
.
Precious
stones
York to Liverpool, a distance of 3,100 Hayden, Chas. T. Wilson, George M.
1,570 and central states. This Is particularrural schools 244 in town and city of statehood bills for the territories,
gravel,
Sand
and
ly
miles. The cost of a soft boiled egg. DeVere, Maude Durand, Barry Max
true as to northern, central and schools 336 men, 693
women). and unless these pledges aro hollow
60,724 northwest New Mexico, where practiwhich is also closely related to the well, Ruth Hart, Gage Bennett, M.
short tons ... 209,478
Nearly all of these districts have mockery there can be no question but
Silver,
fine ozs.
599,600
American breakfast, is established by
many that a major portion of the national
395.700 cally all immigration has come from since opened scnool, and in
Jordan, Edna Davis, Earl Lee,
me cost of transporting the product Clara Merserau,
381,011 the middle west.
The proportion of cases two teachers were employed. sentiment on this question is In favor
Joseph L. Sweeney, Stone
Tungsten
of the hen to the hotel, and not be- - Earl Ritchie, Gus Inglia and Harry
4,320 foreign Immigration Is so small as to The annual reports will undoubtedly of the admission of the territories.
cause the egg was at all worth what Qulnlan.
Zinc, short tons
show a total enrollment for the year
136
18,048 be unimportant
iNew Mexico has freely and cheerwas charged for It.
Other products;
The growing correspondence of the of fully 40,000 children. Four hun- fully contributed to the defense of tho
gypsum,
mica,
Everybody who thinks must con-ed- e
territorial bureau of immigration and dred and ten of the 700 rural dis- nation in all its struggles during tho
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.
sale
80,782 the significant
demand of railroad tricts own their school buildings. 811 past half century; the credit of
the evident fact Inat if a farmer
Department of the Interior.
systems, real estate dealers, and land of which are in good condition. The territory in the money markets of tho
with two horses can draw but 600 U. S. Land Office at Santa, Fe. N. M.
the
Total value ..
$7,617,843 articles for literature dealing with total value of school property Is $964,-18world Is Al; no labor strikes mar
rounds to market in five hours, he
November 19th, 1908.
($396,934 In rural districts, $567,. the records of its Industries;
New Mexico Indicate conclusively that
Population.
would save money if with one horse
hereby given that Martin
Notice
laws
the
50 in cities and towns).
Even with the Inadequate means of Interest In lands, both Irrigated and
The total enacted by its legislatures are unihe could haul 1,200
in two Ryan, of Albuquerque, N. M., who on
nours. Were the roads in good con- November 6th, 1906, made homestead estimate available it Is possiole to as unirrlgated, Is Just now nearing its bonded Indebtedness Is $533 911.23, formly good and beneficial; gambling
dition he could do that and more. entry No. 10211 (02583) for Lots 1, sert that Immigration during the pat climax; and with favorable conditions ($169,762.23 in rural districts and Is prohibited by law, and the "SunAny saving In hauling a ton of farm 2, S and 4, Section S, Township 10 N., twelve months exceeds that of any during the coming two years the rate $364,149 in cities and towns).
The day closing" Is rigorously enforced.
product would brlnj a benefit not Range 8 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has previous year In the history of the of immigration may be expected to school census taken in August, 1907,
We have a wide awake, progressive.
enumerates
$84,942 people from 5 to Industrious, and Intelligent population,
aiono to the farmer, but to the con- - filed notice of intention to make final territory, not excepting even the rec far outstrip the record of the past two
years
21
age
(78,360
sjn-.eof
In 1906). On and we want to be treated like men!
year of 1906, when years, particularly in the irrigated
and if the rioduct hauled each five year
to establish claim to
15 1908, 3,245 pupils
year was large, It Is not har I to flg-- the land proof
For these reasons, Mr. Secretary, I
had
above described, before more than 15,000 homestead entries districts, where the opening of gov- January
r.een
enrolled In private and sec- am renewing the request that you exf that the saving would be large. United States Court Commissioner at were made and when all available ernment projects is not only reclaimFlgurges have been assembled to Albuquerque, N. M., on the 4 th day records indicated an Increase In pop ing large areas, but is encouraging tarian schools and 1.726 had been en- tend us your assistance in securing tho
private enterprise
prove that owing to the frightful of January, 1909.
ulation of not less than 75,000.
to extensive de- rolled In the United States Indian passage of the statehood bill during
schools. This Indicates that about the next session of Congress.
general
Irrigated
velopment
The
Indielection
of
1906
of
lands.
condition of almost all American
Claimant names as witness: John
I am, sir, respectfully yours.
The correspondence of the territor- 60 per cent of those of school age
leads, It cost 25 cents a ton a mile to A. Johnson, of Albuquerque, N. M.; cated an increase of 20 per cent in
GEORGE CURRT.
haul. The superb roads of the old Mrs. Josle R. Johnson, of Albuquer population over the record of the ial bureau of Immigration bears con- hava been enrolled In the schools.
For the United States as a whole 70
Governor of New Mexico.
countries of Europe make possible que, N. M.; John Maher, of Albuquer 1904 election, although the 1906 vJte tinual evidence that the territorial per
cent
of the school population was
To the Secretary of the Interior.
the hauling of farm products at 12 que. N. M.; George Souther, of Albu did not Include a large part of new form of government remains a serious
population. There Is every reason to retarding Influence in our developcentk a ton a mile. Therefore. vr querque, N. M.
expect the election returns of No- ment, and that admission to the
tin hauled costs the American farmer
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
vember, 1908, to Indicate that New union would result In an Immediate
IS cents more per mile than the
RegisterMexico's population exceeds 450,000, and enormous Increase in the rate of
farmers of the old country are forced
although this year, again, many new immigration.
to pay. The average length of haul
people will not be entitled to vote.
of farm products In the United States
Finances.
On June 1. 1907. there were balis 9.4 miles; therefore, were our roada
The records of the United States
a j good as those of France, the farmland offices furnish the mo.t accurate ances on hand to the amount of $3
immigration record and the most reers' gain would be 9.4 times 13 cents,
receipts from all sources for
or approximately $1.23.
liable Index to population Increase past year were $754,800 94, and total
Let us see what that amounts to
available up to the census of 1910. disbursements for same period
In a year in hauling but a portion of
leaving a cash balance on
These records, however, show only
the products which traverse the coun
that portion of the new population hand of $373,635.63 on May 31 which
try roads In wagms. The U. S. de
going to the public domain, and are amount is deposited In banks and
partment of agriculture, through Its
therefore Unsatisfactory, since they do draws Interest at three per cent per
w vm-wumjli m "rr TlilHf"
office of public loads, has collected
not Indicate the very great Increase annum. The banks give tho territory
the figures and they may be accepted
y
a good and sufficient bond as s
In population In the irrigated farmas approximately accurate. During
against loss.
ing districts.
the crop' year of 1905-All fixed appropr'atlons have been
85,487,000,- The total area taken up during the
ioo pounds of farm products, con
previous fiscal year was a little more promptly paid and the general con
mmiiik or parley, corn, cotton, flax
of the territory was never at a
than 2,500,000 acres, so that there
seed, hemp, hops, oats, beana rice
were made during the two fiscal hlsher standard than at present The
tobacco, wheat and wool were hauled
years more than :!0,000 original en fact that the terrlory luis never de
rrom the places where they orlglnat
tries, covering a total of more than faulted In payim t of either principal
eu m sniping points.
or Interest on the territorial honied
5,000.000 acres.
This vast
NiSW FIRE AUTOMOBILE.
weight diil not, by any means, InIts credit on a basis
Careful analysts of the land oftl e debt has p'ar-eNew York. lec. 14. With every water main on the new light pressure
clude all of the crops produced, the
equal
not
many
to
if
of
better
chows
imethlng
more than
that of
records
system re.idy to throw a full force stream, without engines, the latest probmost notable exceptions telng truck
four-fiftof the total entries to hve the older state), which fact Is evi
lem of Chief Croker is to carry hose in the shortest possible time. This new
product ana orchard products, the
by
$75,by
prices
paid
the
denced
for
people from other
been inadu
auto will prubablj be used for the purpose.
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REGARDED AS

CITIZEJf.

b Very Little Systemat

Ic Work on Highways In

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

the United States.
Washington, Dec. 14. Because the
Assertion cams by cable from France
that the percentage of Improved roada
In the United States waa but 7.14 of
the total mileage, or that approxi
mately, only 110.000 miles of the to
tal mileage of 1.150.000 has been In
any degree Improved, a wave of com
inent was created, and learned od
Mors and students of economics won'
dered why this nation was so far behind the nations of the old world In
this most important of all classes of
Dublio work.
When, during the sessions of the
International Good Roads congress at
Paris. Director Logan Waller Page
of the office of public roads of the
United States department of agriculture, quoted those far from encouraging figures, the correspondents
seized upon them and sent
them rushing under the Atlantic to
this side; hers to create discussion in
various newspapers and magazine
sanctums, and by millions of readers.
new
And there wasn't anything
about it. The officials of the office of
public roads in many bulletins, farmers' reports; through the medium of
public addresses, and In many other
ways, have taken delinquent states
and county officials to task on Innumerable occasions, because road build.
Ing In the United States is an Incident, rather than a great universal
Improving funotlon. There are scores
of reasons why the United States
should lead the world in good roads
many of them are economic, while
one is sentimental.
It is especially worthy of note at
this time that from the very dawn
of civilization the nations which have
ruled the world have lead all others
In road building and road maintenance. If the links in this historic
chain are to bind the United States to
Egypt, Babylon, Carthage, Rome and
France, a few hundred thousand
miles of perfect highways must be
laid without delay.
Of the five first nations Just mentioned, each has in turn held supremacy both as a world power and
as a road builder. In ancient Egypt
is found the first authentic record of
a permanent road. Slightly to the
east of the Great Pyramid of Cheops
at Olzeh has been discovered the remains of a stone causeway. It Is
about one mile In length, and
believe It to have been a
portion of a road built from the
Arabian mountains to the site of the
Great Pyramid, its purpose being to
make earler the transporting of the
material used In rearing that vast
tomb. Inasmuch as historians date
the construction of this pyramid to
the fourth dynasty, there Is reason
to believe that this road was In per
fect condition four thousand years
before Christ was born.
It has long been believed, principally because of the writings of Herodotus, that King Cheops employed
100,000 men for a period of ten years
on the greatest of the Egyptian roads,
the one which led from Memphis to
the pyramid, and which has been described as a superb boulevard, flanked on either side with temples, mausoleums, statues, pergolas and porticos, and having magnificent hard,
smooth-surface- d
driveways.
.
With the down fall of Egypt and
the rise of Babylon, that city of
beauty reigned over by Semlramaris
who caused to be built the wonderful hanging gardens, came another
ra of road building, for the Babylonians realised that the construction of
roads and bridges was absolutely essential to a military and commercial
supremacy. Splendid roads radiating
from the great city were laid at least
2.000 years before Christ, reaching to
Memphis, Suza, Ecbatana and Sardls.
The "great royal road," written of by
Herodotus extended from Suza to
Cardis. a distance of 111 miles. At
intervals of from eighteen to twenty-Av- e
miles, stations were established
at which carriers could be supplied
with fresh horses. Inasmuch as the
distance covered by these carriers was
from 60 to 120 miles a day, the proof
Is convincing that that ancient
road
waa as good as is any in the United
States today.
After Babylon came Carthage, and
the glory of Carthage waa between
1234 B. C. and 835 B. C.
Perfect
Toads made communication
possible
between every portion of this great
domain, and to a large extent gave
her the power to withstand for ten
years the onslaughts made by relentless Rome before falling victim
to the solemn, savage Roman edict,
"'Carthage delenda est."
When Carthage had been wiped out
iter savage conquerors became her
most ardent Imitators In road builJ
ing, and within a few decades had
laid the most remarkable system of
roads the world has ever known. The
despotic sway of Rome over the
then known civilized world was due
as much to this comprehensive work
of
highways as to the
might of her legions. Hills were cut
through, ravines filled in and rock
mountains leveled, both to secure material and to avoid grades and circuitous routes. In Gaul alone
0
miles of such roaJs were laid.
These great military thoroughfares.
crossing the Alps, extended t Spain
Austria and the regions of the Dan
wbe. Africa and even Asia were In
cluded In this great system.
Ho massive was the construction of
the .Roman roads that the Applan
Way, built by Applu Claudius, still
lives, and 800 yearn after It was laid
down, It was In perfect condition. No
such roads would be laid today. They
were heavy, cumbersome, and though
arch-oologl-
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WE ARE SOLE AGENTS
the Following

Kitchen Goods

i

The

quet,"

They Reach More People Daily Than You Can See In a Month

;

WANTED

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN"

printer
PRINTER Sober, reliable
wants situation In good country
town In New Mexico. Aadress
with particular as to salary, etc.,
C. E. Oullck. care Albuquerque
Cltlssn.
WANTED lSrtuw. copper, lead, sine,
l,
peuter, rubber, aluminum,
Notify us by phone, vaon will
6outh
E. V. Fee. 60a-0- 4
First street. Phone 16.
WANTED TO RENT Residence. We
have many applications. Rio Grande
Valley Land Co.. John Borradalle,
agent, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
corner Third and Gold avenue.
WANTED success Magasrne requires
the service of a man In Albuquerque to look after expiring subscriptions and to secure new business by
means of special methods unusualposition permanent;
ly effective;
prefer one with experience, but
would consider any applicant with
good natural qualifications; salary
11.60 per day, with commission option. Address, with references, R.
Peacock, room 12. Success
C.
Magazine Bldg., New York.

MONEY to LOAN

tln-fol-

i;

On Paraltare, Piano, Organs. Horner, Wagons and ether .battels, also
xitghlsad OCSeo git Seat Wahat
en SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
Pbooo 10S0.
RECEIPTS, as low as fit and as
nigh as IOt. Loans are quickly
DBS. BBONSON A BRONSON
trtotly private. Time:
made and
One month to on year given. Goods Hosweopathlo Pbyslanana and Si
remain In your possession. Onr rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be"Ore Vann's Drag Stone
fore borrowing.
Ofnee (28; Reatdeaoe loot.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from al
parts of the world.
A. O. SHORTLE, ML D.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg
West
Central
Avenue.
IttH
Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings,
Honrs 10 to 13 and a to 4.
Telephone 88 1.
Rooms 8,
and 10, Slate National
FOR RENT
Bank Block.
FOR RENT Store room, now occupied by Frledberg Bros., 105 South
Second; will be for rent after January 1. Apply at Frledberg Bros.
DR. R. U SHARP
Veterinary burgeon.
FOR SALE

;

They arr HIGH GRADE In every
sense of the word and guaranteed to
give ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION.
Set Our Second Street Window
Display this week.

DlkM

IW. bf Rwrfo ff. Oa

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
WEST

Em

END

VIADUCT

.

ONSUmERSTELL

COMfillllEE

there

Crystal TlheaHeD'
Owing to delay in shipment of chairs, the
Crystall Theater will not be opened until next
week. Opening will be announced in this paper

country. While
In the
will of course, be no revision

In harmony with the Democratic plat
form, I believe that the bill the
ways and means committee will report will provide for a revision that
will mean a sealing down of prac-

TO ACT

Veterinary Surgeon

Furnished

".

11 1

Elks' Theater

COLOMBO

DECEMBER 15th

T

HEATER
Mg.
W. B. Moore,

The Big Fun Show

Uncle

SING RS
DANCERS

Admission 10c
EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES
FILM SKRV1VK.

NKW

Josh

AN

llnrry I'p,

An Enr-

oling
Success

(Jiui'ii

COMEDIANS

Perkins

TT!iI.Y

r The Areata.
iukI HHt.
IMchh

(Comic.)

AND W KIN RKIA Y

Tliniiklvliw Anto

IbMtt--

s

savannah, tin.

Illustrated Songs
Br Mrs. Ilanlon.
Miss Jennie Croig, Planlnt.

See Uncle Josh at the County Fair
Watch for the Big Parade of the
Hayseed Band

Pries

R0LL1R SKATING RINK

50c, 75c, SI 00

t

salesmen

p,

b.

Employment Agencies

tn.rn.te

-.

t

and

0

HEAT

In the Right Place

At the Right Time

t.
n,t

t!y

PERFECTION
il Heater

U

-.

7

n

--

em
m
0pr

Democrat

tically all of the oppressive schedules
and that the country will be the
gainer
"I am especially pleased at the disposition of the chairman
of the
committee to Afford the minority
members every opportunity to ask
questions and develop points they
seek to make. The bearings as a
whole are quite satisfactory to me,
Many Letters Are Coming in and I am sure that the majority members of the committee are sincere in
Dally Regarding Revision
ine auuuue wnicn iney are uhsuiii- ing, namety, tno attitude or aesiring
of the Tariff.
to bring about genuine revision."
Representative
"Jim" Orlggs of
(Registered)
Georgia, another Democratic member
Of781.
Nos.
694
and
Office
Phones
Washington, Dee. 14 The consum of the committee, who was present
FOR HALE OR TRADE An easy
Rooms
fice. Ill John Street. Home, 111
living, automatic pop corn and peaers
are being heard from, it the while Mr. Cockran was talking, inBroadway.
S.
Phone
114.
good as new.
Apply
rmster;
nut
of mail coming to the ways dorsed all that he said.
sunny
amount
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
FOR RENT Three nice large
quick.
220
Silver
West
There are imitations
from Hot
and means committee every day may
rooms for light housekeeping; also
Springs that Mr. Taft Is much lf'S
estimatas
OR 3 ALB A fine Hardman piano.
be
evidence.
It
is
taken
one large store room cheap. Apply
ISAACSON,
DR. PERCY 6.
pay- - suspicious that he was several weeks '
good as new, beautiful tone.
A
ed that Major Herbert Lord,
524 West Central
ago, and that he is now about ready
possess an Instrument of
to
chance
.
.
(II 1MJ , nuv , i ......
i
. .
i
i
board
,i,
room
and
Quanta.
)
Best
(Graduate of Toronto,
FOR RENT
ways
what
half
make
help
at
means
unexcelled
Just
committee!1"
and
the
week.
18
a
$7
and
!tty
for
In the
giving
opinion
as
his
it
s
that the com- Whit-son'In the work of preparing a tariff bill
it U worth. On exhibit at
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist.
Rio Qrande, 519 West Central ave
mlttee is working toward genuine reMusic Store. 114 South Sec781: night phone 1161. Of that the committee hag thus far re- vision.
Phone
rooms,
steam
u . RiflNT Furnished Hotel, corner ond street Albuqueraue
ceived more than 7,000 letters, cover
fice: Frank's blacksmith shop.
It is also said that Mr. Taft at the
heat. Grand Central
ing every state In the Union, from
FOR SALE Four business lots west
same time will probably give a clean
tad St. and Central Ave.
consuming
representing
men
the
snap,
$3,400.
end of viaduct; a
at
bill of health to Speaker Cannon. The
class.
DENTISTS
M. P. Stamm.
STOLEN.
iFor the past week these letters mails for ten days past have been
to Hot Springs all sorts of
FOR SALE Remington typewriter;
have been coming in at the rate of carrying
House
DR. 3. B. CRAFT
fine order. Mlllett studio.
600 a day. They cover, as a whole, reassuring letters from the seems,
STOLEN Set of single harness and
Rea.'ha.t ii I.. n f (ha nrolnnt tnw leaders, and these letters, it
avi.r.i
case of surgical Instruments.
FOR SALE Transient hotel and
Dental Surgery.
and are full
ward. S. L. Burton, 410 South
rooming house. Box 44.
suggestions, many of which will be tended to produce. a mix-u- p
Walter street.
between
outlook for
Milton S.,
FOR SALE
of great help to the committee when theThePresident-elecS, Baraett BajUdta
Hoomt
and
t
trotter; fast and stylish. Also three
and Congress is
work of drafting a bill is taken
the
O'KleUy's
Drag
Store
Over
young Jersey cow. 1423 South
thus becoming less promising day by
up.
Appointments made by
day. It has never been believed here
Broadway. Geo. A. Blake.
Chairman Payne of the ways and that there
744.
Phone
and
would be any mix-uExperienced, FOR SALE Extracted
honey, 10
means committee has been somewhat developments
WANTED Salesman.
far have been
can for
pound for SI. 00; 60-lrestive under the repeated insinua along the linesthus
high class staple line, country mermapped out by poliDRS. OOPP AND PETTIT.
Order by postal of W. P.
15.00.
tions that the consumer are not com- ticians in Washington.
chants, for 1909. Season opens
Neither Side
ing to the front, and that the time wants a quarrel,
Allen, P. O. box 102, Albuquerque,
January. Box 35, Cedar Rapldg.Ia.
V
and neither Bide can
DENTISTS.
public
M.
committee,
of
hear
N.
at
the
the
any
line
In
to invite one. Both sides, on
SALESMEN Experienced
ings, was being devoted In large part afford
the other hand, are willing and anxto ell general trade la New Mexloo.
corporations,
have
large
which
to
the
proposition.
An inxallel sDeclaltv
Room 12,
ex ious to reach some common ground
a selfish interest in maintaining
(VrnmlMlon with S3I.O0 weekly
action. This being the case, of
they of
asking
isting
or
schedules
that
Ohio,
Cleveland,
course, there will be no trouble.
nental Jewelry Co..
be Increased.
- ;BNTRAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
expenses.TheContlIt is in the Senate that Mr. Taft
advance for
N. T. Armijo Building.
The publicity which has attended
Ill West Central Ave., Tel. 788
find the most of his trouble.
It
sales
Labor furnished for contractor on
or a ntkii Honest, energetic
this matter has had Its effect on the will
it understood to be his hope, howshort notice. All kinds of help
consuming class, and the letter are ever,
men to sell a general line of iilgh
that If the house stands squarely
Clerks, cooks, waiters,
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. K.
the result.
grade food product to hotels, res- furnished.
by the platform, public sentiment can
servants, etc. Several high class
It is said that no ways find means be crystallized
taurants, farmers, ranaher and
so as to compel action
men want positions now. Records Office hours,
11:M p.
committee, when getting ready for re in the Senati,
nfher larsre consumers. Hxperlencs
carefully
you
applicants
will
of
all
te
con
the
nnpreaaarv:
we toach
vision, has ever had from the
1:80 loin, B.
'pv Idea.
I,Hi' (i-- t
Our
looked up and none recommended
suming class as much information as
K...inAa- - ftxclusive territory.
competent
fill
Franklin K. Lane, a member of the
to
weight,
reliable
end
unless
Iry
Appointment made
is now in the hands of the present
goods are guaranteed full
position. Correspondence solicited. 8CC West Central Avee.
committee. The chairman is pleased interstate commerce commission, re
full measure and in every way
H. C. Paulsen. Manager.
with the response which the people, cently hus returned from a trip
meet the reulrementa of all pure
without organization, for that would through the southwest, where he confood laws. Exceptional opportun
LAWYERS
be quite impossible, are making to his ducted hearings In the name of the
AGENTS
Itv: write today for particular.
request for suggestions, and he does commission regarding certain specific
John Sexton & company. Whole
not hesitate to say that the commit complaints filed against the railroads
ale (Trovers. Lake & Franklin sts. AGENTS Opportunity
R. W. D. BRYAN
of lifetime;
Is In position to draft a better tar of that section.
tee
Chicago.
necessary,
big
cash
experience
no
He is wondering whether a practice
iff bill than any similar committee
Attorney
Law
agent
dally
at
one
made
profit
and
WANTED 600 experienced salesmen
by which prevall among the railroads of
adopted
was
protection
tirst
since
every
will
one
one
hour;
son
121 in
uwl address at once lO
the southwest itf confined to them, or
American people.
buy; we issue more accident and OV0 First Natkual Bank Bwfldtne the(Representative
Mexican lands: big commissions:
of has become general over the country.
Cockran
Hourke
N
any
Albuqaerqae,
to
policies
other
than
sickness
our bet men are making 1500
If the latter Is the case, Mr. Lune
Democratic
New York, one of the
everybody buys
similar company In the world; we
11.000 a month;
is Very admits that the purpose of the rate
committee,
of
members
the
cheappopular
and
most
Com
give the
E. W. DOBSOir
land. Mexican West Coast
complimentary in his references to law lo being In large part deliberateest Insurance written; new plan, $1
pany, Kansas City. Mo.
the committee, so far as the hear- ly set aside, and that the consumers,
assessno
year
policy;
for 1100
a
Attorney at Law.
ings
are concerned. Speaking about the men who pay freight rHtes. in
BIG MONEY made selling our line
In
amount
or
dues;
ment
other
reality have no adequate protection.
today, he said:
the
matter
weekly
of oasoline Lighting Systems whloh
benefit,
proportion;
death
Ofnce, Cromwell Block.
going
Mr. Lane conducted one of his
are
majority
members
"The
I the most extensive, mod rn and
attendance,
Indemnity,
medical
free
Albuquerque, jr. M.
Into the general tariff quextlon In a hearing at San Antonio, Texas, wheru
nn.ta-da.t- a
manufactured under one
popular
original
either
feature,
way that will be pleasing to every the general traffic manager of the
roof. Our latest Inverted light Is
aex; all claim promptly and liba wonder: 00 candle power; gen- assets,
IRA at. BOND
settled;
erally
insurance
ratd and lighted from the floor
1500.000;
reliable representative
Attorney at
can b turned down to a very low
everywhere, exclusive terwanted
any
araugni,
r
nitnh: will stand
mm
liberal, permanent Income
ritory;
ow
auttable for the store or home;
Increasing each year, absolutely Penslnes, Land Patents OoeywrtghOa
we
Ing to Its patentable features
sure. Address International CorOaiiets, Letter PsrtenV- -, Traee
we can protect you from competiporation, 231 Broadway, department
Marks, Palms,
with
tion. A five year guarantee
61,
York.
New
F Street, N. W Waahsagtoe, IX C
a nroven success; de
...h vtm:
big
mand enormous; quick seller;
.,
FOUND
LOST
maker: exclusive territory
THCS. K. D. MADDISOM
Illinol
v..i.hrh1f-aff- T.ieht Co..
111.
a.
UKST, HTKAVKD
Atorney at Lew.
OR STOLEN A
iiU'l'IS Salesmen for guaranteea.
Mexican dresried fl' a sliver filigree
ars
;
a ...tnmahlles. All prices,
to
answers
collar around
Otic 11T West Gold Ave.
That's it where you want it when
by
name of "El Curio." Finder return
rebuilt and gusranteed lUe new
commissions
High
corner
of
Trading
Post,
Wright's
to
you want it and ii you only
manufacturers.
LAWYERS
oDoortunlty. Auto. Clearing
Third and (Jold. Kewurd, Navajo
knew how easy it is to carry from
Chlcag
blanket.
House. 140 Michigan Ave..
cov-.- 1
room to room and how much
to
man
WILSON
W.
JOHN
Capable sales
WANTED
xr
M.Ttrn with staple line. For Eczema, Tetti-- r and Salt Klieuin.
cheery comlort you can have with a
100.00
Attorney at Law.
with
The Intense itching characteristic
High commissions,
po- - of these ailments is almost
Permanent
monthly advance.
Albeqncrqne, 9.
Mnn to riant man. Jess H. smith allayed by Chamberlain's Salve Many Bank Bldg.
(Referee In Bajikrnpacr)
severe cases hav,e b' en cured by it.
Co.. Detroit Mich
OtSce Pbaste llTt.
in Port Card For sa'e by all druggists.
rfsu'fiv interested our
new offer
!de line, write for
.micH.
fre- - xamDle outfit, nignesi coin ARCHITECT
We have Just leceivi.d our l'J09 line
cornWe manufacture
missions
Albuquerque Cycle and
,
of bicycles.
Met Una of albums, stands, card-s(Equipped with Siaokelesa Device)
T. W. SPENCER
Arms Co., 115 West Gold avenue.
Continental Art Co., SIS vv
would no longer be Without one.
You
St.,
Chleafo.
v.inrci
For the best work on enlrt waksta
thi is the
"No imoke
no smell"
P'LKSMAN Experlenn-- d, to sell our patronise Ilubh Lsamlrr Oo
1121 SonUi Walter Street.
'in- - cakes and candy epeclaifes i
Because the smokeless,
maxim.
Ptrfietku
tm percunar
work
In
an6
Our
shirt
he retail rrocerv trade
device it smokeless you can have
territory fect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" 1
mierafie and adiolnln
direct, glowing, heat from every ounce
proper
thing.
others
lead
We
lib
the
INSURANCE
quality:
r.owest mices: highest
toHow.
ol oiL
brass lont holds 4 quarts
contract; exclualv
rsl commission Roeer-VtunkIMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
Com
burns 9 hours. An ornament any- rr ltoty.
The
B. A. 6LEYSTER
lany. Kenton, Ohio.
n
m-ROOG1
wherelini&hed in Japan and nickel.
The reason wa Oo
w
rlga
Every heater warranted.
IsaaaraiMW. Real Estate, Notary
It
do
Is
JKY
becaua
work
Mnwnlnr Pains Cured.
.
.
PnbUe.
aTare
wh
180$
I
"Surinx the summer of
will gin miiei plewur
i
at hiioa
. .
. . ,
truoht. d with muscular palna in the
s
to yuur suguint
14. Oronaw
Block
and
r
It
km
says
S.
Ped
Mr.
f niy font,"
Inst
iAOsaejskereve, N. M. Phuoe ltd
luivf il ni.r. a LriL.
211
STAGE TO JEMFYiTiEAVES
lar of Tor into. tint. "At times it w lunl. slcwly light. Equipped wirii t!i latest in,prvcd central ink
so eainful I could hardly walk, fiamkurncr.
V1T GOLD E liltY MORNING At
Uii ol rta, nickel plates'. Every lamp warranto!.
Writ our nearest agency lor deicriptiv circular il you alga I tuU
beiiain's Fain Palm was recommend- - s O'OfifXTt.
A. E. WALKER
th Ptrlertioa Oil Healer nr Rayo Lamp at your drJer'a.
i to me. no I tried It and was com
nletelv cured V one small bottle.
Plro Insnraace
OIL. CO.
CONTINENTAL
gevera
advertising
a
to
Sucresful
mfans
have since recommend. d It
I Incorporated!
prosperous business. The Citizen
nt mv friends, all of whom speak
ri'a"hes s i elassp..
wi ecmnry Mntnal BuUdlns; Aaauctade- of It." For ale by all dius
I
tlf West Central Arcane.
gists.
90-1-

ip

"Ban

"King

STEEL RANGES

L. BURTON, M. B.

Phystclaa and Snrgeoek

"Princeton,"
"Born,"

Economy," and other

PHYSICIANS
SOLOMON

AMUSEMENTS

FOR

i. if

le

.!..

.

ir

TheJtoLamp

0

Missouri, Kantian & Texas railroad
appearod before him to explain certain thinfea relating to thu freight
Ut ill's of that corporation.
At the Inquiry, this gentleman admitted, In reply to questions anked by
Mr. Lane, that when the Interstate
commerce comtnitwlon lowared a certain rate, ajs.the result of specific
complaint, It was the policy of the
road to make up the reduction by
an increase of other rates, so tftut in
the end the company was not unfavorably affected by the reduction.
For instance, the commission had
lowered rates on cattle from certain
south west points to Kansas City and
Chicago.
The railroad protested, and carried
the caae through one court after another until 'flnajly the court of last
resort sustained the commission. Accordingly, the ratee on cattle were reduced. But Immediately the Missouri, Kansas & Texas company rained
rates on other commodities to a point
which balanced the reduction on cuttle.
Mr. Lane was dumfounded at the
admissions of the official, and has re
turned to Washington . more firmly;
convinced than before that Congress,
nh.mlil enact a law forbidding railways the power to ralce rates without
first submitting their cune to the com- mlHslon.
Duly through such a law, Mr. Lane
says will
ever be possible for the
Interstate commerce commission to
do anything with the present law

insure protection for the
as a whole.
In no other hearing had under the
rate law, Mr. Ine nays, has any such
admission as that made at San Antonio ever been made, and, as has
been stated, he is wondering to what
extent the practice of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas road has become the
practice or other railways of the
country.

tnat

Perforainci
Begins U 8 o'clock.

Moving Pictnri

TONIGHT
Dl'KE ITTY BAND.
The Lovers Trteajiupli Oort.
How Paper Is Made.
ELLrSTIlATED

Mr. J. Rnatoti, Baritone.
RACING: Lirtarte vs. Wtckara.

Elkslheater
Monday. Dec. 14
One Night Only

rmsr

will-

people

CAN'T BE SEPARATED.
Have
Alhntierqus People
learned How to Got lUd of

Sonio

Both.

Backache and kidney ache sre twin
brothers.
Tou can't separate them.
And you can't get rid of the backache until you cure the kidney ache
If the kidneys are well and strong,
the rest of the system la pretty sure
to be In vigorous health.
Doan's Kidney Pills make strong,
healthy kidneys.
Mrs. Frank Ray of Sit Baca ave.,
Albuquerque, N. M.. says: "Doan'i
Kluney Pills were first brought to my
attention about four years ago while
living In Helena, Mont. Mr. Ray had
been troubled for some time with attacks of severs pains In his back, and
he used them with the most satisfactory results. The good opinion ht
then formed of Doan's Kidney Pill
has strengthened with time as other
appeals made to them have alwayi
brought relief and proved that they
can be depended upon not only to remove backache but to give relief
from all rheumatic pains. Ws alwayr
mean to keep a supply of Doan's Kidney Pills on hand to have In case of
need, and whenever we hear one
complaining of any symptoms of kidney trouble advise the use of Doan'i
Kidney PllU."
For sale by all dealers. Price SO
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N
V., sols agents for the United States
Remember the name Doan's and
17
take no other.

SONGS

TRANSCONTINENTAL
'
.

TOUR OF
AMERICA'S GWEATEST
THEATRICAL TRIUMPH

THE CLANSMAN
FOUR TM SKAON
Druiiiutioctl by Thomas DUon,
Jr., from lis two famous
"The CluiiHirian"
novels
mid "The Ieiipard's Spots"
Direction of George IL Rretuiaii
Complete New York Production
Company of 75 and Troop of
Cavalry II or Hex. Wltnnwd by
more than
4.000.000 TIIEATKU
GOERS.
7.V, $1.00, $1.50. $3.00.

nceN

Sale

nt theater bos
o'clock Saturday, Dev.
t'i. After 10 o'clock sale al
SlatHon's book store.
om-i-

at

of-tlt- w

H

Marked for Death.
"Three years ago I was rmurked f Jr
death. A graveyard cough was tearing my lungs to pieces. Doctors failed
to help me, and hope had fled, when
my huHband got Dr. King's New Discovery," says Mrs. A. C. Williams, of
Bae, Ky. "The first dose helped mo
and Improvement kept on until I had
gained 58 pounds In weight and my
health was fully restored." This medicine holds the world's healing record
for oughs and colds and lung and

throat disease.

It prevent

pneu-

monia. ri'Oil under guarantee at all
druggists. 60c and M.U0. Trial bottle free.
CJTIZHV

WANT ADS
BRING RESULTS
.

.

W

i" i

r

.((

.

facv tscart.
do your eyes
w ui

V .s

(L

MALQY'S

mount rout

wpcuciKV 111
Optical Profei$ion

Phoenix Oranges!

110

GIFTS

CHRISTMAS

South Second Street.

Established

14,

ito.

We think it not amisi to' call your attention to our
superb line of Holiday Good suitable for Presents to
Men and Boys. The class of goods we offer is always of the acceptable and .useful kind, s ;

Sweet and Juicy

1904

mojtdat; drcembkr

FEW HINTS

aA

Ul

Assurei you absolute comfort in Glasses Ground and Fitted by us
OPTICAL CO., EXCLUSIVE (OPTICIANS
BEBBER

PRACTICAL

'

Lense Grinding Done on the Premises

.

Tor Men and Boys

For Women and Girls
Patent

Women'

KM 8hoes
$3.73 to 95.00

Women's Vlcl Kid Shoe
$3.60

to

$5.00

Women's Box Calf Shoes
$1.75 to $3.50
Women's Dongola Shoes
$1.50

to

$2.78

Women's Low Shoes
$165 to $4.00
Women's Dress Slippers

......

$1.50

to

$3.00

Women's House Slippers
65o

Children's Dress Shoes
$1.25

to

$1.50

to

$3.50

Children's School Shoes
...$1.00 to $3.75
Children's Felt Slippers
Jersey Leggings

S5o

75o

to

$1.00

to

You will like them. All sizes
and prices,

Men's Patent Colt Shoes

PERSONAL

to

$4.00

,...$3.50 to

$4.00

..$3.25 to

$4.00

..$3.50 to

$5.00

$3.75

Men's Vlcl Kid Shoes
Box Calf Shoes

Men's Hunting Boots
Men's Rubber Boots

$3.50

Men's Felt Shoes

.....$2.00 to

$3.50

...75o to

$2.50

Men's House Slippers

Boys' Patent Colt Shoes
$2 00 to $2.75
Boys' Vlcl Kid Shoes

to

$3.50

to

$3.50

."...$1.15 to

$2.00

$1.50

Boys' Box Calf Shoes
$1.50

Boys' Kangaroo Shoes

$1.00

Ts immed Mats
From Q1 to Q7
r

We bare too many Hats In stock, and must dispose of them The
reason for this Is that this fall's business has been with us, as with all
oQver business people, below exp ectattons.

To bring about tbis redaction, we bare placed on sale our entire
at these unheard of prices.

,

stock;

208 S.

LUTZ
MISS
Phone
2nd
St.

832

coat.

PARAGRAPHS

SANTA GLAUS

Apples!

I

I

GIVE A USEFUL PRESENT

See

Our
Windows

J. L. BELL CO.
M. W. FLOURNOY,

U5-H- 7

S. First St.

D. K. B. SELLERS, Vice President
President
J. C. FLOURNOY, Secretary!

Whitney Company

VJholeoaleHardware
Mail Orders Solicited.
01403-40-

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

North 1st Street

5

Wholesale Prices

'Buy Now While the Stock if Complete."

Christmas For Men
We arc showing the finest

line of Men's

Toggery ever shown in Albuquerque.
We can suit every taste in fine
Clothing and Furnishings.

Insure In the Occidental Ufa,
Cauliflower and tomatoes fresh
every day at Richelieu Grocery.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Sedlllo
this morning, a boy,
Mrs. Elisabeth Hart of West Coal
avenue, is seriously ill.
Born, Sunday, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Connell; of West Tijeras avenue,

$3 00
$5 00

$1 25 31 75 $2 50

Boys' Bath Robe. Ages I to 14, only
Collar Boxes in Colors, Leather
Fancy Silk Suspenders
W have a complete line of Men's Slippers

d

$3 50
$3

$1 25
91

OO to

....$1 50

to

OO
upwards

$3 00
$2 75

ASK TO BE SHOWN AROUND.

MAIL

bitDERS

PROMPTLY

FILLED

the nicest lines carried In Strong's
Book Store namely, the leather
goods. To many of you this will
only emphasize what you already
know, that here Is one of the most
complete and at the same time one
of the handsomest lines of Leather
a boy.
Goods in Albuquerque. I think, perHelnxs's raspberry, strawberry and haps, I can give you a better Idea by
blackberry preserves. Richelieu Gro- listing some of the articles:
cery.
Hall Hangers, done in air brush,
Miss Nettle Davis of Newton, Kan., $5.60.
Is a guest of her sister, Mrs. B. D.
Pillow covers, full slse, AlbuquerFluke of South Arno street.
que burned on the back, from fS.SS
apC. N. Blackwell of Raton, cashier to $5.50' for the handsomest
ot the First National bank, arrived in plique work.
the city Sunday evening on business.
There are hundreds of novelties In
Helnse's sweet pickles, plain and Leather Work, such as Moccasin,
Dollies,
'
Calendars,
Table Covers,
mixed. Richelieu Grocery,
T. A. Herlow of Santa Fe, spent Needle Books, Blotters, Cigar Cases,
Books, eto.
yesterday in the city 'on business Purses, Bill comes
to Ladles HandWhen It
with a hide and pelt firm of that city. bags
and Ladles' Purses, Strong has
,
Charles Schleter
of Clayton, a them all beaten. Genuine horn back,
prominent sheep raiser of Union alligator from $2.50 to $8.50. They
county, Is In the city on a short visit. cannot be beaten for the price.
Freshly dressed
broilers,
pound
There are some very fine novelty
and half average, at the San Jose and Morocco Bags from 35c to $9.
The line of Ladles' Purses and
Market.
(Nathan BIbo of Grants, of the Bibo Card Oases contains a collection of
a some of the finest purses on the
Mercantile company. Is spending
market and the price Is from one-thiday or two In the city on business.
off
the regular
John L Burnside of Silver City, price. to one-ha- lf
president of the Silver City Savings
you
looking for a gentleman's
bank, was here yesterday on busi- billIf book,'are
pocket book,' or purse, here
ness.
is the spot. Tour friend.
M. I Jones of El Paso, connect-e- d
SANTA CLAUS.
with the Great Western Oil com1104, next door P. O.
Phone
pany, Is in the city on a business
visit.
CHICKERING BROS.,
HUSH & LANE,
Heinze's sour pickles. Richelieu
ESTEY,
Grocery.
-- J
SCHILLER,
Mrs. J. M. Fincke of New York city
LAGONDA, and
Is spending some time in the city with
KJEIL-HIIENCPIANOS.
her daughter, Mrs. F. H. Smith of
Aadother makes. Call at Learn- South Edith street
&
ard Lindemann's; tliey will arrange
For rent, furnished room in mod terms that mil enable you to buy
ern house. SIS New York avenue, your piano for Christmas. See them
before you buy. 208 West Gold Ave.
, H. J. McCracken of Pittsburg, Pa.,
formerly
a prominent cattleman
of Sierra county, was a guest Saturday of Col. W. S. Hopewell.
Supervisor Charles E. Dagenette of
Indian employment lor the bureau or
Indian affairs, has returned from a
business trip through Colorado.
--

rd

Lr

119 W. Gold

WASHBURN CO.
122 S. Second

Fine linen initial handkerchief,
tec up.

MALOY'S
PHONE

26c to fl.SO

a piece.

Fancy Vests and Sucata Coats
are embodied In our holiday lines.
Fancy Suspenders and Mufflers

and

A

great variety on display.

Price within the reach of all.

The Central Ave.

Simon Stern

TOYS AT HALF PRICE.
Closing out sale of toys at Ha wiry
on the Corner. Everything to be
closed out at half the rcgnfcur
price from now to Christmas.

Clothier

A. HUDSON.

CALENDARS

Complete line of bicycle and bicycle sundries, all 1909 goads, Call
and get prices. Albuquerque Cycle
and Arms Co., 115 West Gold avenu.

LET THE

AND

.

Egg $5.00 Lump 6.50

Cleaners

Calendars Ready for Distribution Dec. 15th

Do Your Work In
CLEANING,
PRESSING,
REPAIRING and
DYEING
of your clothes.
522
WEST CENTRAL AVE.

S. BEA VEN
JOHN
S02 mOUlH FIRST STRKKT

FOR

an Immense
Stock of Fine

Drawnwork

M

The makers of these b.autlful vases
sent an artjst to Naples, where he
stayed for a year copying the perfect
lines of the Pompeiian Vases in the
National Museum.

attractive decorative ware quite new
to Albuquerque. Any woman would
be delighted to poseeea one of the

E
E

Holiday Gift
Than a New or Rebuilt

Typewriter

Funeral Directors

,

GALLUP

215 West Central

GOAL

$5 E66

Just received a large shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this week to move them

Personal Attention Given
to All Work.

PTITDJTT
ELVLLtvil

MallOrsertSellcltts. Sstlstactioa Qsarsstecd

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

AZTEC FUEL

.1

18P4

1

North Second Street

Mrs. R. B. Patten

COAL

Lady Assistant

ILL WOOD AND KINDLING

Kodak Developing and Finishing

' Established

Embalmers
201-21-

Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange

oK:x3sxjoxoTKw

BEST GOAL

'

-- GALLUP LUMP

w

1

Strong Brothers

BEST PRICE

CHAFING DISHES
The Diamond
Palace

Central Ave. and 1st St.

The

at the..

From $15.00 up

nsaoOsm)0OaoOaoaoM

Our prices are appreciated
by discriminate buyers.
See Our Window Display.

pieces.

BETTER

WHAT

Near P. 0.

215 S. 2d St.

unique and decidedly

A thoroughly

JOHN LEE CLARKE, INC.

Show your individuality by
buying something distinctive
for Xmas (jifis. We carry an
exclusive line of Orlcotal Novelties besides our Mcilcs Goods
and lodiaa Carlos.

K

Until Xmas

Kobi Wicker Ware

SAM KEE
A

95c

Pompeiian Pottery

Central Ave. and st St.

Store Open
Every Night

These are advertised by oth
er dealer a "Genuine Nav
Jo Weave," which they are
not. Mighty artistic though,
and worth

ar

$2.75

Reduction on

BIG BARGAINS

Kempenlch's store has been crowded with customers since Saturday,
when his big sal started from early
In the morning
until late at night,
Fverybody seems to be well pleased
with their purchases and cannot un
derstand how Mr. Kempenlch
can
sell at such astonishing long prices.
Mr. Kempenlch gives his reasons as
follows:
"Overbought and heavily
overstocked," therefore, his verdict: "All
winter goods, ready made apparel
for ladles, gentlemen,
misses, boys,
and babies; also winter dress goods,
blankets, comforters, silks, millinery,
in fact, everything. In these lines, as
slso Christmas goods, must go in this
closing out sale, regardless ef what
they originally cost. We will not
carry over one dollar's worth of
these goods to the next season."
It was necessary to employ four
times the number of clerks formerly
employed and without any doubt the
business Mr. Kempenlch will enjoy
during hi big closing out sale between now and Christmas will break
all records In Albuquerque.

Leathers,
tlstlcally burned, the sort
always sold for $3.50 to
$4.00, each

HORSE

Pueblo Pillow Tops

Leather Pillows
e

COAL

Odd combination, you'll say but we're going to glv you the
calendars and they are th handsomest w ever had and sell
you the coal, because we have the BEST COAL at th
LOWEST
PRICE.

Natural Born

High-grad-

silks,

The latest New York creations.

AT THE SIGN OF THE

20 Per Cent

line of

New idea

H

GLASS.

Elegant

25c.

Kid Gloves and Fancy Hose

PIANOS.
And other makes. Call at Learn'
ard tt Lindemann's; they will arrange
terms that will enable yon to buy
your piano for CI i rim mas. See then)
before you buy. 200 West Gold Are.

WINDOW

'

Always In good taste for a gift to a gentleman.

CniCKERLNQ BROS,
BUSH A LAN 13,
RSTEY,
SCHILLER,
LAGONDA,

Prices' from $t to $19.

Neckwear of All Descriptions

From

72

KIELL-FRENC-

J

Handkerchiefs in Linen and Silk

want In this letter to call your attention to one of
I

Your Cfcdtt is Good

C0,m 251

WITH

E. MAHARAM
Clothe your family on

Blew.

DUKE CITY

Hawley on the Corner

HATTERS

A pair of
shoe or slippers comes always handy and as a
Christmas present I mora appreciated than anything else near the price.
footOur stock of dainty, reliable
wear is complete and we respectfully
Invite you to a visit of Inspection. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Central
avenue.
te

AND

CLEANERS
H

IsuUes and Gentlemen's clothing of all kiiula, ruga and
draperies, cleaned by the
VACUUM METHOD.

Hat

Cleaned

aad Repaired.

i

$1 00

Cmntrml

per week

Ave.

Stunner's
Grocery

!j
;

X

n

WINDOW
Our holiday display or Millinery i1 Trimmed I lata la ready for your
Inspection. Greatly reduced prior for tbia month.
Our Ladl.-- ' Tailoring department Is very busy. Jiave you seen out)
new sample.

Corner Central and Fifth

GLASS

C. A. HUDSON.

KMPIiOYMKNT
AGENCY.
213 Weet Sliver Avenue.
Help, all kinds, furnished on short
notice. Glv us your orders If you
Phone 944 need help. Unemployed, list with us
if you want work.
'
o
llOMINQ MOUSE.
On of ths best rooming houses in
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
the city. A good paying proposition.
3
W0tt Sllwr Arnw
For terms and price, lnqulr
JOHN M. MOORS REALTY OO.
Albuqyrqu: If. U,
F.

Ii.

tM West Gold Avenue.
Phone 44.

OOLdiUlL--

B. II.

Brlggs

ANOTHER
OK
SHIPMENT
NATIONAL RISCCIT ORACK
UtS IN PACKAGK&
HOLIDAY NAIUSOOS.
-

& Co.

i

W.J. PATTERSON

311-31-

WINDOW
CXXXXXOUOOOOOOCXXXXX

For First Class Wotk and Prompt Delivery v.v
E--

'

v.--

Smoking Jackets and Bathrobes

Large, Red and fine flavored

Toyland, Dec. 14, 1908.
My Dear Friend

We Quote Prices on a Few Articles:
Men's Genuine Dog Skin Auto Glove, Black
Mea's Full Dress Mufflers, Black
Men's Silk Mufflers. Black, Grey and Whit

For a substantial gift, nothing equals a drees suit or a Tuxedo
Moderately priced and up to date.

U

Why Mot

Full Dress and Tuxedo Suits

EIGHTH LETTER FROM

M UB BS

Y
LAUNOR
VHITE VAGONS

C6.

r

v:

;LlS.S

O. A. HUDSON,

notice, a

.

.

'i

C ..Wotlce la hereby given. that-ti- ty
wife, Eulogl Perua, having abandoned me and our boms, T will tret be
liable for any accounts or Indebted-- a
of any kind whatever incurred
by her. Dec 11. IMS.
BTDNBT A. PBREA.
.

DRUGGIST

liEMON WAFERS
VANTTJiA WAFERS
XJNEEDA BISCUITS
VNEEDA MILK IHSCUIT8
FIG NEWTON S
FTVE O'CIjOCK TEAS
AFTERNOON TEAS
ZC ZUS
JSWIERACHS
SARATOGA FLAKES

A.LVARADO PHARMACY
, JtoMr loin Ays and 1st St,
--

HiCiiLANO-PHARMACY

Occidental Building

Bring Us Your Prescriptions

f SKINNER'S
X

205 South First Street

i

